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1. Introduction and acknowledgements. 
We shall in this paper consider two measures of the contents 
of information in statistical experiments. They are both based 
on Le Cam's, f12], notion of a deficiency of one experiment 
w.r.t. another. 
The idea is simply this. Any experiment is more informative 
than an experiment where the chance mechanism does not depend 
on which of the underlying theories are true. Let Jl. ~ denote 
an experiment with this property, i.e. oUi is a totally non 
informative exper~ment. I£ ~ is any experiment then we might 
consider it as containing much or little information according to 
whether it is, respectively, far away from Jl. i or close to Jti i. 
As a measure of this distance, the deficiency of vU. w.r.t. ~ 
~ 
is an o-bvious candidate. 
Let us, before proceeding, agree - following Le Cam [12] - to 
use the notation 0(~,~) for the deficiency of an experiment t; 
w.r.t. an experiment ~. This deficiency is defined for pairs 
(~ '~) of experiments having the same set of underlying theories, 
or parameter set. We shall reserve the letter 9 as notation for 
the parameter set. 
Thus our first proposal for a measure of the content of infor-
mation in the experiment ~ is the number c(J/... ,~ ). If this 
~ 
distance is small - then the chance mechanism governing the random 
outcome is almost independent of the various explaining theories 
in e • If, on the other hand, this distance is large then there 
* 
are situations where an observation of is helpful. 
We may also consider the experiment of directly observing the 
underlying theory e in ® • This experiment, which is more 
informative than any other experiment, will 'be denoted by d/. a • 
.An experiment ~ may be considered to contain much or little 
information according to whether ~ is close to vU a or far 
away from eM a • Thus we arrive at the deficiency of ~ w.r. t. 
J{ a ; i.e. o( ~, rlla), as a measure of the content of infor-
mation in ~ • 
A small value of b(~ ,d{a) tells that an observation of 'G , 
provided it is properly used, is almost as good as knowing the 
unknown parameter. A large value, on the other hand, tells that 
there are decision problems such that any decision procedure is 
risky for some of the underlying theories. 
* The values of these deficiencies are often extremely large 
for all experiments ~ under consideration. This reflects 
the fact that it may be much to ambitious to compare with total 
information and much to modest to compare with no information. 
It will be shown in section 3 that the evaluation of 
o ( ~, J{a) is related to the problem of guessing the true value 
of e • This may, alternatively 1 be viewed as a problem of find-
ing optimal confidence regions with extreme accuracy. If we 
relaxed the requirement on accuracy, then we might hope to find 
other and more realistic measures of information than o ( '%, r../{a). 
Thus one might expect that the usefulness of the measure 
o(~,~a) is limited to situations where the space of underlying 
i.e. very close to 
.Any deficiency is < 2-2 [#® J -1. 
theories is, in some sense fairly small. If ~ is dominated 
then,as explained in section 3, the infimum of the probabilities of 
guessing the true value of e is zero for any guessing procedure, 
when ® is not countable. We have, for this reason, chosen to 
limit this study to experiments with countable parameter sets. 
Having made this limitation, we shall see that these deficien• 
cies have interesting properties. We shall, in particular, see 
that 6 ( ~ ,d/..a) may be used to define a "capacity" for replicated 
* experli1ents. This capacity, a non negative number , provides an 
upper bound, and often the exact value, for exponential rates of 
convergence, as the number of replications -+ oo for minimum 
Baye's risks and minimax risks in various decision problems. 
The content is, section by section, as follows : 
A few of the ·basic definitions and a few results from the 
theory of comparison of experiments are summarized in section 2. 
Weighted deficiencies are mentioned in Le Cam's fundamental paper 
[ 12). We have, as these deficiencies will be found helpful, 
included a brief exposition of some of the elementary properties 
of weighted deficiencies. 
It is shown in section 3 that i o( ~, dl.a) is the minimax 
probability of an incorrect guess of the true value of a • 
Similarily the weighted deficiencies of ~ w.r.t. J). a equals 
twice the minimum Baye's probability of the same event. Some 
*)If cr(~) is defined as in section 8 then this capacity is 
-log cr( G) . 
bounds, upper and lower, for these deficiencies in terms of 
deficiencies for restrictions to sub parameter sets are given. 
Deficiencies w.r.t. uUa for testing problems are also considered. 
We conclude the section by computing deficiencies within a class 
of very peculiar experiments. In spite of their extreme inhomo-
geneity these experiments are useful as examples and as tools 
obtain results for more nnormal 11 experiments. 
The deficiency is, as is explained in section 4, 
the minimax risk for the problem of guessing the true value of 
e , when no observations are available and the loss is measured 
by statistical distance. If we restrict attention to testing 
problems then the corresponding deficiency reduces to the half 
diameter of {; for statistical distru~ce. A few simple ineq~a-
lities are given and the deficiencies b ( Jl.. . , 'fg ) and o ( r£, Jt ) 
1 a 
are compared for some of the particular experiments mentioned 
above. 
The problem of consistency of the measures b (JA. i,% ) and 
o ( ~, cA.la) for experiments close to Ui. a or close to J.l i , is 
investigated in section 5. If ® is finite, then consistency 
follows directly from the compactness of convergence for Le Cam's 
distance ~, -see [15] or [19]. We shall, however, need more 
precise results and these are given in section 5. If e is 
infinite then the deficiencies oc6 ,r./Ja) and ocJ.il'G) may 
both be close to the maximum value, o(J./.i,Jla) • If 9 is finite 
then a large value of one of these quantities imply that the 
other is small. 
The case of dichotomies, i.e. the case where e has two 
elements, is investigated in section 6. It is, by an identity, 
shown how the Hellinger transform may be obtained from the 
weighted dificiencies w.r. t J1 a • Some upper - and lower bounds 
for the Hellinger transform in terms of weighted deficiencies 
w.r,t. 
a 
are given. 
The last half of section 6 and most of section 7-9 are de-
voted to replicated experiments. If ~ is any experiment and 
n is a positive integer, then ~ denotes the experiment 
o·btained by combining n independent replications of 2E • .All 
limits, if not otherwise stated, are taken as n -+ oo • 
The inequalities in section 
converges for any dichotomy ~ 
6 imply readily that r;;·b(~n,Jia) 
to a number C( G) in [0,1] • 
This may easily be extended, showing that the n-th root of mini-
mum Baye's risk as well as the n-th root of many other functionals 
converges, provided some mild regularity conditions are satis-
fied, to the same limit C(g). Now Chernoff, [ 6], proved that 
the n-th root of the minimum Baye's probability of guessing 
wrongly the underlying distribution converged to the minimum of 
the Hellinger transform. It follows that C ( ~) and this 
minimum is the same num·ber. In their paper [ 9 J , Effron and Truax 
established an asymptotic expansion of the minimum Baye's proba-
bility mentioned above. Extending this we derive the as~nptotic 
expansions of many other functionals as o(' ,d{a) and minimum 
Baye's risk in various decision problems. As an application we 
consider the asymptotic consequences of choosing the wrong prior 
distribution. 
1. 6 
As pairwise equivalence for ordered experiments imply equiva-
lence one might hope that comparison w.r.t •. JL i ·.:and Jl a may, 
to some extent, be expressed in terms of dichotomies ... !f ® is 
infinite then - as is shown in section 8 - this does not hold. 
If ® is finite, however, then - as is shown in section 7 - the 
approximations are readily expressed in terms of dichotomies. As 
in section 6 we get at the same time the exponential rate of 
convergence of many other functionals. 
Generalizing Chernoff's result in wLother direction we consider 
optimal r-point confidence sets. It turns out that the exponen-
tial rates of convergence of minimax probabilities (and of mini-
mum Baye's probabilities) of not covering the true value has simple 
expressions in terms of the Hellinger transform 
It is shown .Ln ct:~._..Lon 8 that there correspcnds to any experi-
ment with countable parameter set a non negative constant , 
- log cr( ~) , which in many respects plays the role of a capacity. 
The problem of finding a, hopefully manageable, explicit expression 
for o ( ~ ) is not solved, but we do have upper and lower bounds. 
It may easily, happen that = 1 • If so, then 
~ 1 for all n , so that convergence does not occur. Thust if 
convergence occurres at all, then the speed of convergence is 
necessarily exponential. The constant o ( ~) may also be related 
to the distribution of the required number of replicates needed 
in order that the optimal estimators sta·bilizes. Examples 
illustrating various possibilities are given. 
If ~ is a translation experiment on the integers then, as 
is shown in section 9, o( ~) < 1 • It follows that exponential 
convergence always takes place in this case. The investigation 
of these experiments is greatly simplified by the fact that any 
translation invariant maximum likelihood estimator is optimal for 
the guessing problem. We conclude the section - and the paper -
by an example showing that dramatic improvement may be obtained 
by adding a single replication. This example ·brings us close 
to another and related topic - the relative amount of information 
in additional observations. We refer the reader to Le Cam [14] 
and to the author [20] for some results in this direction. 
Acknowledgements. 
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2.1 
2. Notations and a few useful tools. 
A few facts on comparison of experiments are summarized below. 
The reader having some knowledge on the subject may, after a glance 
at the notations, pass directly to section 3 and consult this 
section when needed. 
Expositions of the theory of comparison of experiments may be 
found in Blackwell and Girshick [3], Heyer [11], Le Cam [15] and 
the author [23]. 
An experiment ~ will in this paper be defined as a family 
of proba.bili ty measures on a common measurable space. This 
measurable space and the index set of the family are called, 
respectively, the sample space of ~ and the parameter set of 
'& • Thus an experiment ~ with sample space (x.,t/4-) and 
parameter set e ·is a family (P8 ;eEe) of probability measures 
on (x,Jr). This experiment may be denoted by (P8 ;eEe) or by 
(x,J+ ; P9 i eEe) . 
New experiments may be derived from old ones by various devices. 
c{ 
and 0 = (P8 ; eEe) is an experiment If e 0 is a sub set of 
with parameter set e 
(P8 ;eE80 ) of G to 
then 
(8) • 
0 
~ e denote the restriction 
If 0 i . = ( x . , Jf . , P8 . ; e Ee ) ; 1 1 1 ,1 
1 < i < n are experiments then 
= = 
n J' n ~n (xi' ti) '.rr P8 i; eEe) 1=1 1=1 ' is called the product of ~ 1 , C: 2 , • • •, 
• • • , ~ n and it is denoted by or 
~ 1 = '& 2 = • • ·= ~ n=G then~rraywrite c;n l? 
{t 1x ••• x ~ n • Experiments * n; n=1,2, ••• 
replicated experiments. 
II ~ . 
. 1 
1 
.. If 
instead 
are called 
be an experiment. A random variable 
will be called an observation of ~ if the distribution of 
X 
X 
2.2 
Note that under e is pe • 
of c; 1x ••• x f; n if 
is an observation of 
are independent and Xi ; i=1, ••• ,n 
We shall use the notation dA. for an experiment 
- ~-
(P8 ;eEe) where P8 does not depend on e An experiment of 
this type will be called totally non informative. As any two 
such experiments are equivalent for Le Cam's distance A we do 
not bother to distinguish -between them. The restriction of 
to a sub parameter set @) 0 will usually also be denoted by 
instead of [eM i ]9 • 
0 
If e is countable (i.e. finite or enumerably infinite) then 
an experiment (P9;eEe) will be called totally informative 
provided P9 
1 
and P9 are mutually singular when 
2 
Any two such experiments having the same parameter set ® are 
clearly equivalent. An experiment with these properties, as well 
as the restrictions of such experiments to sub parameter sets, 
will be denoted by u{t a • 
No confusion is likely to arise from our ambiguous uses of 
the symbols cAA i and u{A_ a • The reason is that these symbols 
usually occur in expressions like 6 cc.M.i' t;) and 0 ( ~ 'rJ{ a) and 
these expressions are only defined when JA i, respectively Jl a , 
have the same parameter set as the experiment ~ • 
Important functionals of experiments may be defined as follows. 
Let cp be a homogenuous and measurable function on [0, ro[8 • 
2.3 
If ~ = (P8 :eEe) is dominated by the a finite measure ~ then 
we may put ~(~) = s~(dP8 /dcr ; 8E8)dcr provided this integral 
exists. It is easily seen that neither the existence nor the 
value of cp( ~) depends on the dominating measure (j • Instead 
of cp(~) it is occasionally convenient to use the notation 
cp( cg) = Jcp(dP8 :eEB) • We mention a few functionals of this form. 
If P and Q are probability measures then J\dP-dQ\ is 
the statistical distance between them. 
The affinity between P and Q is the number 
y(P,Q) = s~dPdQ while the Hellinger distance between P and Q 
is D(P,Q) = ~J (.JdP'-'JdQ')2' = ~2(1:~(P~Q));. This distance is equi-
valent to the statistical distance since, see [13] , 
D2 (P,Q) < IIP-QII < 2D(P,Q) • 
The Hellinger transform of ~ = (P8 :eEe) may be defined as 
the map H'G which to each prior distribution t with finite t 
support associates the number H'G (t) = Jn aP 8 • Thus 
e e 
y (P,Q) = H~ (!,!) where ~ = (P, Q) • 
If is finite and <& 1 ' have, respectively 
standard measures s 1,s2, ••• ,Sn , then, for each homogenuous meas-
urable function ~ on [0, oo [8 which is bounded (or non negative) 
on A we have : 
~c't 1 x ••• x~n) = Jcr<x1x2 ••• xn)(s1xs2 ..... .xSn)(d(x1,x2 , ••• ,xn)) 
where 12 n j12 n. } X X ••• x = l xe xe •• ·Xe , e E @ • 
It follows, for a general parameter set, that the Hellinger 
transform converts products of experiments into products of 
functions i.e.: 
If e is finite then, using the notations .in [19],! denotes 
the class of sub linear functions y on such that 
Y (ee) = Y ( -ee) . e E e and l: y(ee) = 1 • , 
e 
Here ee, for each e 
' 
is the e-th unit vector i Re , i.e. 
ee 
e 
= (0, ••• 1, ••• 0) • The sub class of r consisting of those 
functions in r which are maximums of k-linear functionals 
will be denoted -by rk • A function y will be called super 
linear if -y is sub linear • 
In (12] Le Cam introduced the notion of e-deficiency of one 
experiment relative to another. This generalized the concept of 
"being more informative" which was introduced by Bohnenblust, 
Shapley, and Sherman [4] and may be found in Blackwell [1] • 
"Being more informative for k-decision problems" was introduced 
by Blackwell in [2] • €-deficiency for k-decision problems was 
considered by the author in [19]. 
Let C, = ((x,Jtl, (P8 ;sE®)) and 1= ((~,'h), (Q8 ;eE®)) 
be two experiments with the same parameter set e and let 
e ,.._., £ 8 be a non-negative function on ® {and let k ~ 2 be 
an integer). 
Then ·we shall say that is €-deficient relative to ~ 
(for * k-decision problems ) **en, cJl) if to each decision space o 
* When k=2 : testing problems. ** i.e., a measurable space. 
where ~ is finite (where ~ contains at most 2k sets), every 
*** bounded loss-function (e,d) ~ w8 (d) on ® x D and every 
risk function r obtainable in c:;) there is a risk function r' 
obtainable in so that 
r ' ( e ) ~ r ( e ) + e: 811 Wll , e E e 
where IIWII = sup IW (d) I a 
e ,d e 
If (P8 ;eE®) is dominated then e:-deficiency (fork-decision 
pro-blems) for all finite subsets of (f1) implies - by weak compact-
ness - e-deficiency (for k-decision problems). 
If ~ is 0-deficient relative to ry (for k-decision prob-
lems) then we shall say that ~ is more informative than ~ 
(for k-decision problems) aYJ.d write this ~ ?; ~ ( ~ ;c::: ~ ) • 
:K 
and ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ~ ~ ) then we shall If ~ ~ rs- ( t :C::: ~ ) 
k k 
say that ~ and ~ are equivalent (for k-decision problems) 
and write this ~ r-.J~ ( t rv~ ). By proposition 8 in [19] 
k 
and 
by wealc compactnes ~ 2 ~ <=> ~ 3 ~ <=> ••• <=> G rv r:s- provided ~ and ~ are dominated. 
The greatest lower bound of all constants e: such that c; 
e:-deficient relative to ~ (for k-decision problems) will be 
denoted by o ( ~, ~) , respectively : ok ( ~, '5) and max 
[6(~,'~ ), 5(~,~)] respectively: max [ok(~/~), bk(~,~)J 
will be denoted by A(~ ,'15 ) respectively : Ak( ~, ~) • 
If ~ , ~ and ~ are experiments then : 
is 
*** It is always to be understood that is measurable 
for each e • 
o ~ ck( ~ /~) ~ ok+1 ( ~ ,~) ~ o ({; ~ ) , c ( ~, ~ ) = 
= o, ck ( g ,'; )~ o C6 ,~ ) as k -? oo , and 
2.6 
ok( G '~) ~ Elk(~'~) + ok(~ ,';') so that A2,1J.3' ••• ,A are 
all p~eudometrics. 
Let~= ((x,~), (P8 ;8ES)) and <t = ((~,9.J), (Q8 ;eEe)) 
be two experiments such that : 
( i) P8 ; 8 E 9 is dominated 
(ii) ~ is a Borel-sub set of a Polish space and SS is the 
class of Borel sub sets of ~ • 
It follows from theorem 3 in Le Cam's paper (12] that ~ is 
e-deficient w.r.t. ~ if and only if there is a Markov kernel 
M from (x,Jr) to (~,<;b) so that IIMP8-Q611 ~ e8 ; 8 E 8 ~ 
It was shown in [ 19] that : 
ok (~ , ~ ) = sup [ y ~ ) - y ( ~ ) J 
yErk 
while 
when e is finite. 
= sup 
yEr 
As indicated in Le Cam's paper [12] we may also consider 
weighted deficiencies. 
Let A. be a prior distribution on 9 with countable support. 
For each ordered pair ( ~ ,7; ) of experiments we define the 
A.-weighted deficiency c ( ~ , ~ 1 A. ) ( ok ( ~ ,"5- 1 A. ) ) 
lower bound of all numbers 2:: A. 9 e8 
w.r.t. r;-. (for k-decision pr~blems) • 
where ~ 
as the greatest 
is e-deficient 
so that 
6(~~\A.) is uniformly continuous in A. • It follows directly 
from the definition that b (~ ,~ \ A.) is concave in A. • 
Suppose is dominated. By theorem 3 in Le Cam's paper 
[12] : 
6(~,~\A.) = 
where the inf is taken over all Markov operators from the band 
generated by (P8 ;eEB) to the ·band generated by (Q8 ;eEe) • 
Clearly 6 (k) ( ~ '~ I A) ~ b (k) ( 6 ,~ ) for all A and, by a 
simple minimax argument : 
when '(% is dominated. Here the sup may be taken over all A.'s 
with finj_te support. If e is finite. then the sup is obtained. 
It is easily checked that : 
6 (k) ( ~ /G \A.) = 0 and that 
0 (k) ( g. ' ~ I A) ~ 6 (k) ( ~ '~ \A) + 6 (k) ( ~, ~ I A) 
for experiments ~ , ~ and • 
It follows that if we define A(k) ( t, "5" \A.) = 
= 6(k)('3,~ \A.) v o(k)(~,~ \A.) then A2 ( •• \A), ••• ,A( •• \A.) are 
all pseudo distances. 
Assumlng and ~ are dominated, the distance A may 
be expressed as : 
2.8 
Lower bonds for 6 ( ~, r.l.il A) may sometimes be found by noting 
that for any e0 ~ e such that A.(e 0 ) > 0 we have 
where is the conditional distribution given e when 8 
0 
is distributed according to A • 
The foliowing facts may reduce the probiem of eva-luating a 
deficiency. Suppose 6 ( ~ , ~ ) = 6 ( t", ~ 11-1) • By the result of 
Le Cam cited above there is a Markov operator such that 
5(~ ,S) = sup IIP8M-Q811 • Then I!P8M-Q811 = 6( ~ ,"'5) whenever 
8 
IJ.e > o • 
Suppose on the other hand that 
and that 
JIP9M-Q8Jl = s~p IIP8M-Q811 when 1-19 > o • Then 6( cG,\li) = o( ~ ,r:r 11-1) 
= sup l!P8M-Q9 II • 
8 
If * and r;. exhibit symmetry properties then, under 
certain conditions, we may restrict attention to Markov operators 
which exhibit the same symmetries. We refer the reader to Boll [5], 
Le Cam [12], Heyer [10] and the author [20] for further infor-
mation on this. It suffices for the purposes of this paper to 
note that if G is a finite group of transformations on e such 
2.9 
that (Pg(e);eEe) ~ (P9 ;eEe) and (Qg(e);eEe) ~ (Q9 ;eEe) when 
g E G then, by concavity, o(k)(~ ,'lj) = s~p b(k)(~ ,~\A.) 
where the sup is taken over all G invariant prior distribu-
tions with finite support. In particular, if e is finite and 
'% 0c and :J are both completely symmetric then 
\vhere 1-.l is the uniform distribution on e • We may also 
that 6 (k) C ~ '1' ) = 6 (k) ( ~ e ,t"l{ e ) if 6 (k) ( cg '~) = 
0 0 
= 6 (k) ( <& '~ \1-.l) and 1-.l (e) = 0 when e 4 e 0 • 
note 
The notations A and Y are used on several occasions for 
inf and sup If, in particular, 1-lt ; t E T are measures 
then A 1-lt and V ~t are, respectively, notations for inf 1-lt 
t t t 
and sup 1-lt for the family {1-.lt ; t E Tl w.r.t. the set wise 
t 
ordering of measures. 
If 1-.l is a measure then tll-.lll denotes the total variation 
of \J. ; i.e. II~ II = sup {Jfd~-.L : -1 -;; f -;; 1! • 
We will reserve the letter A as a notation for the set of 
all prior distributions with finite support. The letter £ 
will be used as a notation for "distribution of". Thus, for 
example, clp(f) is the distribution of f under P • 
3. Deficiencies w.r.t. a totally informative experiment. 
Consider the problem of estimating the unknown parameter e 
when the loss is 0 or 1 as the estimator hits or fails. The 
estimator should be based on an experiment 
will assume, for reasons to be explained later, that e is count-
a-ble. We shall admit randomized estimators. Thus an estimator 5 
is a rule which to each point x in the sample space o~ ~ 
assigns a probability measure o9 (x) ; e E e on e such that, for 
fixed 8 , o8 (x) is measurable in x • The operating characteris-
tic of o is the rule which to each 8 E e assigns the probability 
distribution E9 b9 i ; 9 1 E 8 on e. The risk, r 6 (e) , is given 
by: 
If A is any prior distribution, then the Baye's risk of c 
is 1 - ~ A9E9b • The minimum Baye's risk for the prior A will 
e 
be denoted as b (A\ ~ ). Simple calculations show that: 
If e = {e 1 ,e 2! then this may*) be rewritten as: 
*) We may note in passing that, for any countable e , ll~A8 P8 11 
is the minimum Baye's risk for the prior A w.r.t. the 
decision problem (T,L) where T consists of all sub sets of 
@ which are complements of one point sets and L9(t) = 0 or 
1 as e E t or 9 ~ t • 
If each P8 has a density f 8 w.r.t. some measure cr , 
then an estimator b achieves minimum Baye's risk if and only if, 
for a almost all X ' o.(x) is supported by {a : Aefe(x) = 
max A8 ,f9 , (x) l . If 9 is finite then we find, in particular, that 
a ' 
any maximum likelihood estimator of e achieves minimum Baye 's 
risk for the uniform distribution. 
Comparison of an experiment w.r.t. the totally informative 
experiment may be completely described in terms of this decision 
pro.blem: 
Theorem 3.1. 
For any experiment ~ : 
b ( t , Ji a I A) = 2b (A I ~) . 
Corollary 3.2. 
For any experiment ~ 
Remark: 
b ( ~ , &a ) = 2 sup b (A I ~ ) • 
A 
By theorem 3.1 and Morse's and Sacksteder's paper [18] the 
function A~ b( '&,dta\A) defines the experiment ~ up to equi-
valence, The proof of theorem 3.1 follows immediately from: 
Theorem 3.3. 
6 is &-deficient w.r.t. ~a if and only if there is a 
decision rule b so that 
Proof: 
~ is e:-deficient w.r.t. vaa <=> there exists an 
estimator M such that IIP8M - one point distribution in 
a II ~ e: 9 ; a E s <=> 
1 - E9M8 ~ e: 9/2 • 
Corollary 3.4. 
there exists an estimator M so that 
0 
Suppose P9 ; a E ® are non atomic and that e is finite. 
Then (P8 ;eEe) is e:-deficient w.r. t. oa a if and only if there 
are disjoint sets A9 ; e E e in the sample space so that 
e: 
P8 (A) = 1 - ~ • 
e 
Proof: 
This follows from Dvoretzky's, Wald's and Wolfowitzis extension 
(8] oi Ljapounov•s theorem [17] • 0 
By the last theorem b ( ~, tAAa)/2 may be characterized by two 
properties 
(i) 
(ii) 
In other words 
For some estimator & 
For 
sup 
e 
6(~,c/Aa) 
2 
all estimators 6 
6(~,a/.a) 
P a , 6 < o=fe ) ~ 2 
0 c'G , tJ.J.a)/2 is the minimax risk for the problem 
of guessing e with o-·j loss. 
Call a prior distribution ~ least favorable when 
El(~,dlal~) = o(~,v/J_a). Thus a prior distribution is least 
favorable if and only if it is least favorable for the decision 
problem. 
The following facts follow then readily from general principles 
of statistical decision theory 
Proposition 3.5. 
(i) 
the minimax risk. 
Let ~ be least favorable and let b achieve 
Then P8 ,b(o+e) = o( <£, d/_a)/2 when l-!(9) > 0 • 
(ii) Suppose b achieves minimum Baye's risk for 
the prior ~ and that P8 b(o1e) =max P9 , b(ofe') when ~(e)> 0. 
' e • , 
Then ~ is least favorable and b is a minimax procedure. 
The quantities introduced above may also be interpreted in 
terms of probabilities of guessing the right value of 8 • Thus 
1 - b(A. \ ~) = 1 - !c( t,d{a \A.) equals the maximum probability of 
guessing 8 for the prior A. • Similarily 1 - !o ( ~ ,dl ) a is 
the maximum of the minimum probability of guessing e for all 
guessing procedures. 
Let us consider a few simple inequalities for these quantities : 
Proposition 3.6. 
Let be a prior distri"bution and 
that A.(e0 ) > 0 • 
Then : 
@ 
0 
a sub set of so 
or equivalently : 
o(~,cMaP·) ~ A(e0 ) o(<t9 ,dla\A9/A(e0 ); 
0 
Proof : 
e E e ) 0 
This follows directly from theorem 3.1 and section 2. 
Proposition 3.7. 
For any prior distri"bution A : 
II 
2b(AI io) ~ o( '&,thta) ~ 2[#e]b (uniform distribution le) • 
Comparison may occasionally be reduced to pairs by 
.Proposition 3.8. 
Let A be a non degenerate prior distribution. 
Hence 
Corollary 3.9. 
Suppose 1/ e = m < oo • Then : 
3.6 
and 
< (m-1) 
Proof of proposition 3.8 : 
Let an ; n=1 ,2,. •• ·be a bounded seq_uence of positive numbers. 
Then 
Hence: 
The proof follows now from the formula~ b( (A.1 , A.2 ) I (P1 ,P2 )) = 
= II A. 1 P1 A A.2P2 11 • 
0· 
If ® is finite then, by [19] : 
where r 
. ® is the class of all sub linear functions on R such 
that Y(-e8 ) E y{e8 ) 
e 
It follows from theorem 3.1 that it suffices to consider 
functions y of the form : y(x) = 2 v A.8x8 - ~ A. 8x 8 • 
a e 
Restricting p to the sub class rk of r consisting of 
those functions in r which are pointwise maxima of k linear 
functionals we get 9 [19] , the formula : 
The case of comparison by testing problems is of particular 
interest. It follows from section 3 in [ 19] that : 
Proposition 1.10. 
'& is e:-deficient w.r.t. Jl.. a for testing problems if and 
only if there to each subset 
function TT in -~ so that 
@l of @l corresponds a power-
o 
rr(e) ~ £ 8/2 or ? 1-e:8/2 as 
The sublinear function criterion yields : 
?roposition 3.11. 
where the sup taken over all real valued functions a on @l 
having finite support and satisfying: ~\a8 \ = 1 • 
e 
Let ® be infinite and not countable and suppose 
~ = (P9 ;eEe) is dominated. Put dla = (Q9 ;eEe) where, for 
each e , Q9 is the one point distribution in 9 • By the randomi-
zation criterion there is a dominated family (P8 ;eE9) of pro-
bability measures such that I(P9-Q9 11 ~ b( t ,Jl..a) ; e E ® • Thus 
P8 (e) G 1 - b(~,t..l{a)/2 for all e and this imply, since ~ 
is dominated, that b( G ,Jia) = 2 • 
In order to get interesting results in the case of non count-
able parameter sets, we shall have to restrict ourselves to non 
dominated experiments. This is the main reason for excluding non 
countable parameter sets in this investigation~ 
Example 3.12. 
Let for each s E [0,1] 8 , ~s = (P8 ; aEe) where P9 assigns 
probabilities 1-s9 and ; 9 to, respectively, e and S • The 
experiments ~ S have many interesting properties and we shall 
here consider a few of them. 
It was shown in [21] that they belong to the larger (but not 
"much" larger) family of experiments ~ such that~ ~ ~ if 
and only if ~ "' ~ x ~ for some experiment ~ • 
They are closed under products since ~ s X ~ T'l = ~ sT'l • This 
follows readily from the fact that for each 
prior distribution with finite support. 
The last property imply that rg S > cG T'l whenever s ~ T'l • 
Suppose, conversely, that ~ s ~ ~ 'll • By the sublinear function 
criterion, [19] , we find that 
for any pair (e 0 ,e 1 ) of distino't points and any 13 > 0 • ~ __. 00 , 
yield, provided ~ 8 > 0 ., that s8 < 'tl9 • Thus s ~ 'll provided 
1 0 = 0 G s ; cA.a • Note that we onlyemplb]ed functions y E r 2 • 
It follows easily, that : 
~ s ~ ~ 'll <=> G s ~ ~ T1 <=> H ( t I ~ g ) ~ H ( t \ tTl) 
for all prior distri-
butions t with finite 
support. 
This conditions are in turn, provided ~ S 1' [!{(a equivalent with 
the condition g ~ 'll • [It is easily seen that ~ S "' cJ).. a if 
and only if s9 > 0 for at most one e .] 
Let us compute a few deficiencies for these experiments. If 
® has a finite number m of elements then, by the sublinear 
function criterion : 
sup [y( ~ 11 ) - y(t,s)] 
YEI'(k) 
= sup [y('tl) - y(s) - ~(Tla-se)y(e 8 )] • 
vEr(k) e 
In particular, using the expressions for bk ( J1 . j d). ) 
1 a in 
ok(g ,~ (;), (l Q) ==sup (~-a.)[Y(e) 
a. ' a. ' • • • 'o. ~'-' ' ~'-' ' • • • ' ~'-' YEr k 
= (a.-F3)+ ok(rhli,dla) = 2(o.-13)+(1- ~k) 
/ 
[ 19] : 
k ~co yield : 
Letting m ~co we see that in any case : 
0 ( ~ ~ Q, Q , ••• ) = 2 (a.-13) + ( 1 k a.,!l, ••• , t-' t-' 
and 
t) ( ~ a.,o., ••• 
In particular : 
and 
b (~ {){ ) = 2a. ( 1 - 1 ) k a,a., ••• , a [#S]Ak 
o(t (;{{ ) = o.,a., ••• , a 2a(1- -1-) (#9] 
2(1-~){1- 1 ) 
[#e]Ak 
6 ( JJ.. , ~ Q Q ) = 2 ( 1-~) ( 1 - _1_) . 
J. "'~-'• •• • [llta>] 
1 ) 
(#9]1\k 
We shall need an expression for o ( ~ e:. ~:~ • J/.a) for a 
I' ":12' ~3' • ._ ., 
general ~ • Eut for each r -tuple (z1 ,z2 , ••• ,zr) of non 
negative numbers 
Thus H(z1 ,z2 , ••• ,zr) is just the harmonic mean of the numbers 
(z1 ,z2 , ••• ,zr) • Then : 
and 
where the last sup is taken over all r point su·b sets 
{e 1 ,e 2 , ••• ,er} of e. 
Proof : 
Put ~ = (P8 ;eEe) • Then def. 4 b(A) = b(A\ 0~) = 
The formula for c(&s,dt alA) 
c( ~ ~, tA a)/2 
follows now from theorem 3.1. 
By corollary 3.2 : = sup "b(A) • The expression for 
A 
b (~ s, dA. a) when e is infinite follows directly from the ex-
pression for o ( '& s ,ti/. a) when 8 is finite. We may therefore, 
without loss of generality, assume that e is finite. Note then 
that b(A.) is simply the sum of all numbers A8s6 except one of 
the largest. How do we maximize this sum ? Let, for each non 
empty sub set U of e , C(U) be the set of prior distributions 
A. such that t.9s8 = m~ A8 ,s91 when 8 E U. Then C(U) is 
compact, convex and b is affine on C(U) • Furthermore any 
prior distribution belongs to some set C(U) • Hence : 
max b(A.) =max max b(A.) and max {b(A.):A.EC(U)J = 
A U AEC(U) 
max {b(A.):AE ext C(U)} where ext C(U) is the set of extreme 
points of C(U) • 
and 
let Suppose and that A. 9 > o • Put : 
1 
. , 9 E W 
• 
Then, provided h is sufficiently small in absolute value, 
Ah E C(U) • Hence, since A. 0 = i(Ah+A-h) , A0 ~ ext C(U). 
It follows that A8s8 = m~ A8 ,~9 , , for all 
A8 > 0 , when A E ext C(U) • 
e such that 
If m~ Ae'~e' > 0, r = #{e:A.8s8 = ~ 1 A.8 ,~ 8 ,} and A. E ext C(U) 
then b(A) = (1- ~) H(s 9 ,~ 8 , ••• ,s9 ) where 
1 2 r 
{ 8 :"-a sa = ~, Ae '~e '} • 
If max A8 ,~ 9 , = o , then 
e' 
some sub set {e 1, ••• ,er} 
b(A) = o = (1- 1) H(~ 8 . , ••• ,g8 ) 
r 1 r 
of e • It follows that 
for 
Conversely, any positive number (1- t) H(~ 91 , ••• ,~er) = b(l.) 
r 
where x9 _ = g~~[.~ g;~J- 1 • Thus (1- ~) H(~ 9 , ••• ,g8 ) ~ 
l l l=1 l 1 r 
b ( G S, uU. a)/2 for any r-point sub set 
Altogether this proves the formula for 
te 1 , ••• ,erl of 
b(~g'rJ.la)/2. 
® • 
It follows readily that for any countable parameter set : 
If®= {1,2, ••• ,m} and s1 ~;2 ~ .... ~sm then 
b ( ~ g , J1 a) I 2 = max ( 1 - t) H ( s 1 , ~ 2 , • • • , ~ r ) • 
r;m 
The distribution which assigns mass 
i , i=1,2, ••• ,r is least favorable provided 
b(~s' J),. a)/2 = (1- ~) H(s1 ,s2 , ••• ,sr) > 0 • 
to 
4. Comparison of experiments w.r.t. a totally 
non informative experiment •• 
Consider decision problems where the set T of possible 
decisions consists of all probability distributions on the sample 
space of t; = (P9;eEe) ru1d the loss function L is given by : 
L6 (M) = 1111-P6 II ; e E e • 
If no observations are available then the minimax risk in this 
estimation problem is inf sup IIP8-MII and this is precisely the 
M e 
deficiency of ~i w.r.t. G • More generally : 
Theorem 4.1. 
oki is e-deficient w.r.t. ~ = (P6;eEe) if and only if 
there is a probability distribution Q so that 
Proof : 
This follows immdiately from the randomization criterion. 
Corollary 4.2. 
i sup UP9 -P8 II < 
61#2 1 2 
If e is finite and P is the average of the measures 
lies between and the 
extreme right of the above inequality. Furthermore we lmow, by 
theorem 4.3, that o(J./.i,~) is exactly equal to this quantity 
when # ® = 2 • It might therefore be tempting to use thiB quantity 
as an upper bound. Unfortunately this bound may~ as we now shall 
see, be very inaccurate. 
Example 4.3. 
Suppose Gl = { 1 ,2,3} and that ~ = ~ 0 e e i.e. ~ is 
J ' 
given by the matrix : 
2 3 4 
1 1 0 0 0 
2 0 1-€ 0 
3 0 0 1-€ € 
where e E [0,1] • 
As # 9 = 3 any deficiency is in [0,~] • Hence, since 
IIP1-!>ll = ~ : 
Put, for each distribution 
{ 1 ,2, 3,4! F ( Q) = max II P 8 -Qll 
e 
Simple calculations yield : 
for all e • 
Q = (Q(1),Q(2),Q(3),Q(4)) on 
• Renee o ( dl. , ~ ) = min F ( Q) • 
1. Q 
--~-----
and 
JJP1-QJJ = 2 ( 1-Q( 1)) 
11P2-QII = Q(1) + \1-e:-Q(2) I + Q(3) + le:-Q(4) 1 
l1P3-QJI = Q(1) + Q(2) + \1-e:-Q(3) I + \Q(4)-e: I • 
It follows that F is symmetric in Q(2) and Q(3). Hence 
we may, by convexity assume that Q(2) = Q(3). We may then write 
F(Q) = max[2(1-Q(1) , B(Q)] where 
B(Q) = Q(1) + Q(2) + \1-e:-Q(2) I + \Q(4)-e: I 
= i[1+Q(1)-Q(4) + \1-2E:+Q(1)+Q(4)\] + \Q(4)-€\ 
. where Q(1) + Q(4) ~ 1 • We haveutllized the equality : 
Q(1) + 2Q(2) + Q(4) = 1 • Distinguishing the cases "Q(4) ~ £ 11 
and "Q(4) ~ e:" we find by a simple convexity analysis that 
min F(Q) = ~ - ~ or = 1 as e: ~ i or e: ~ i . In the first 
Q 
case the minimum is obtained for Q(1) = ~(e:+1) Q(2) = Q(3) = 
= ~(1-2e:) and Q(4) = e: • ~ section 3 , o( <! ,Jia) = e: for 
all e: • 
Let us compare the quantities, ~3- - maxJI P -1'>11 , 43 - '6 (lJ. . , ~ ) 8 e 1 
and b(~,d{a)=e:asfunctions of e:. 
1 
1 
3 
~ -o(Jii, ~) /-
y 2-ma.xi!P9-l?ii j ?-" 8 
=~------~-----------1~----------------~1~--~ e 
2 
We see immediately that there is no general inequality of the 
form : H 6(~ ,d{. a) ~%- max l!P8 -~II where H is a positive 
e 
constant. The figure indicates, however, the possibility of 
finding a positive constant H (here 
H 6(~ ,JAa) ~ ~- o(&U.i,t) • 
H = g will do) 3 such that 
The left hand side of the inequality of Corollary 4.2 is a 
consequence of 
Theorem 4.4. 
o 2 (Jli,~) ::o i sup JIP8 -P8 II • 
e1 ,e 2 1 2 
Thus 2 02 cJ{i' (G) is simply the diameter of ~ for statistical 
distance. 
Proof : 
It suffices to.consider the case of a finite e • By corollary 
6 
able set 
in [ 1 9] 6 2 ( dii , {S ) ;; e: 
A in the sample space of 
if and only if to each measur-
~ corresponds a num·ber 
t E [0,1] so that inf sup 2\P9 (A)-t\ ~ e: • This is possible if t e -
and only if \P81 (A)-P82 (A)\ ~ e: when e1,e 2 E e • 
If # @ = 2 then the deficiencies are given in 
Theorem 4.5. 
Suppose e = {1,2} and G = (P1,P2) • 
Then : 
and 
Proof : 
This follows readily from section 3 in [19] • 
0 
Corollary 4.6. 
Proof : 
This follows from theorems 4.4 and 4.5. 
The su·blinear function criterion yield : 
Proposition 4.7. If @ is finite then : 
= sup [ y ( ~ )-y ( 1 , 1 , ••• , 1 ) ] • 
yEr(k) 
0 
5. Two inequalities. 
As stated before, [20], the quantities 6(Ji.,dJ.)- 6(£,J.{a) J. a 
and 6 cdl . 't) "both provide J_ monotonically increasing and con-
tinuous measures of the amount of information in the experiment 
G . They also obtain the same extreme values, 0 and 6 (vi/..,(![{ ), 
J. a 
for, respectively, G = J.{. and ~ = d{ • 
J. a 
If e is .finite then, by continuity and compactness, convergence 
of one of these measures towards one of the extreme values entails 
the convergence of the other towards the same extreme value. In 
spite of these similarities, the first measure is concave in ~ 
while the second is convex in * . 
The purpose of this section is to establish inequalities which 
yield numerical estimates of how close one of these measures are 
to one of the extreme values when the deviation of the other measure 
from the same extreme value is given. These inequalities are all 
discouraging trivial when @ is infinite. We shall for this 
reason, assume throughout this 
experiment will be denoted by 
note the number of elements in 
section that @ is finite. The 
~= (P ;eE®) and we let m de-e 
8 • Thus o ( Jt i, ,Ji a) = 2- ~ • 
The quantity o(vU_i, v/(a) - o( t ,J{a) may be bounded below by 
the statistical distances between parameter points as follows 
Proposition 5.1. 
o(J/., J ) - o( 't,d{a) . 
J. a 
This yields the first of the promised inequalities 
5.2 
Corollary 5.2. 
m(~-1) a(&f,(i'~) < ocJ(i,d{a)-o(~,d{a) < o(Jli,~). 
Proof of the corollary: By the triangle inequality : 
o(J{i,a{a) ~ o(dAi,~) + 6(~ ,JA.a) and this gives the right hand 
side inequality. By Corollary 4.2 and the proposition we find : 
Example 5.3. Let X0 ,X1,x2 , ••• be an aperiodic and irreducible 
Markov chain with finite state space e: Put c;n==(P8 ,n: 8 EtB) 
whe~e, for each e and each positive integer n , Pe,n is the 
conditional distribution of Xn given X0 ~ 8 • Then, as is 
shown by Lindqvist [ 16], "f:/ 6 ( JJ. i, '&, n ), con verges, as n .... x , 
to the largest number in [0,1[ which is a modulus of a charac-
teristic root of the transition matrix. 
Hence, by the corollary, \/'oCdii,tMa)-6(~n~ JAa)' converges 
to the same limit. 
Proof of proposition 5.1: Let e1 and e2 be distinct points 
in e and let A E A • We shall try to find a lower bound for 
when !IP81 v P92 fl = b+1 is given. Here b is a , and may be any, 
number in [0, 1] • It follows, by the requirement on I!P8 v P8 fl, 1 2 
that there is an event A so that 
P8 (A) + 1-P 9 (A) = b+1 ; i.e. P9 (A) = P9 (A) + b 2 1 2 1 
Denote the restriction of P8 to [¢,A,Ac,AUAc} by P9 • 
f'V f'V 
Then II P9 v P8 11 = IIP8 v P8 II = b+1 while, since restrictions 
1 2 1 2 
f'V 
reduce information, 11VA.8P9 11 ~ JIVA.8P8!1 • It follows that we may, 
e e 
for the purpose of maximizing (§) , assume that the sample space is 
a two point set, say {A,Ac} • Put p8 = Pa(A) • Then (§) may 
be written : 
(§§) ( ) b+1 VA.e 1- p8 + V A p - ---2 
e 8 8 a m 
where (1-p 9 ) v (1-p8 ) + p8 v p = 1+b = 1-p8 + Pe • 1 2 1 82 . 1 2 
and 
Then : 
The expression in the first bracket is a monotone function of ~W' 
and is consequently minimized when p8 does not depend on a when 
9 E W • Hence 
F ~ (_~A.eJ v lvA.8( 1-Pe) + VAePe] • u u 
1-A. -A. 
Clearly v A.8 > 
eo e1 
m-2 • \v 
where (~ 9 ,~ 9 ) is and may be any probability distribution on 
0 1 
{e 0 ,s 11 • 
Consider now the dichotomy ~U i.e. 
A 
Pe 
2 
Let (p8 ,p8 ) range through the set of all numbers (x1,x2 ) 
1 2 
in (0,1]2 such that x2 = x1+b • Which of these dichotomies have 
the maximum distance to uUa ? 
Utilizing corollary 16 in [19] we find, see fig. on ne~t page,that 
cJ h 2-2b 6( (? U'V'Vla) obtains its maximum 2='b when p81 = 0 and p82= 1-b. 
Here is the power f~~ction diagram for g u 
., 
s (o.l ~ U ). = maximal power at level a for testing e 1 
against 
1 
2-b -----
/ 
I 
b/ I 
[3 (a 1 ~ ) , I U I 
I I 
! ' 
I 1 t I I 
I I I 
I I 1-b 
1 1 2-b 
' ~ 0 ( ~'&«a) Pe 1 1-b 
Now 
Thus : 
5.6 
so that: 
Hence : 
1
-"-e -"-a 
F ? [ m~2 1 JV[ ( A80 + A. 8 1 ) 2:b] and the expression 
on the right is minimized when 
Thus F > -l-
= m-b · • 
It follows that 
> _j_ - 1?..:!:.1 - _1._ - H(b+1) > 1 - H 
= m-b 2 - m-b 2 = m 2 
ill 
Now : 
Thus 
or 
where 2 H = 2 
m 
• 
Maximizing the left hand side w.r.t. A we find , using corollary 
3.2 , that : 
so that : 
where U ranges through all two point sub sets of 8 • 
Cl 
.A:n upper bound for o ( dl i, ~ ) in terms of the pairwise de-
ficiencies o(Jii' ~fe e ,) is given by : 
c 1, ~ 
Proposition 5.4. 
2 o(JI.., ~). 
~ ---m 
Corollary 5.5. 
Proof : 
The right most .i.Deq,uali ty is the same as the right most inequa-
lity of corollary 5.2 • Let e1 and e2 be distinct points in 
® and let (A.8 ,A.8 ) run through all probability distributions 
1 2 
on {e 1 ,e 2} • Then, by corollary 3.2 and proposition 5.4 : 
corollary 3.9 : 
1 2 o ( cg ' &~ ) < max ( 1 1 ) 6 ( t 5 8 1 ' 8 21 ,dia) < 
m(m-1) a =8 ~8 m m- l , 
1T 2 
2- 2 - & ( v(/. ' ~) • m J. , 
I] 
Proof of the proposition : 
The inequality may, by theorem 4. 5 -be written : 
2 
--m 
Let and 82 be distinct points in e and consider the problem 
b ( JJ.. , ~ ) when 
J. II:P8 A :P8 II = s is given. Clearly 1 2 
of maximizing 
g is, and may ·be, any number in [0, 1] • We may, without loss of 
generality assume that G is a standard experiment with standard 
measure S on the simplex K of 
Thus we have to maximize 6(~., 
J. 
given. 
Let D be any dilatation on 
D( {x: xe :::- xe } \Y) 1- 2 
and 
D( lx: xe -::: xe l \y) 1- 2 
all prior distri"butions on 
S ) when r ( Ye A Ye )S ( dy) = S 
.;_ 1 2 
K such that 
= 1 if Ye ~ Ye 1- 2 
= 1 if Ye ~ Ye • 
1 2 
Then, since DS is more informative than s . • 
e • 
o(Jli,DS) ~ o(vi{i,S) • On the other hand, by the particular 
properties of D : 
so that 
jcx8 A x8 ) ns ( dx) = j (y 8 1\ y 8 ) s ( dy) • 
1 2 1 2 
It * is easily seen that the extreme points of K1 are 
ee + 
81 82 
while the extreme points of . e 82 and i(e +e ) IS , 
ee 
e e 
. e + 81 and !( e 1 +e 2) Define for each y E K1 the , • 
probability measure D( • \y) on K1 by : 
8 
D(e 1 \y) = Y - Ye 81 2 
Similarily, if y E K2 we define the probability measure 
D ( • \Y) on K 2 by 
*) e8 is the 9-th unit vector in R8 i.e. 
8 
e8 = (0,0, ••• ,1, ••• ,0). 
are 
and 
Obviously there is no conflict between these definitions when 
y E K1 n K2 • It is easily checked that D is a dilatation pre-
serving the regions K 1 This dilatation carries any 
standard measure into a standard measure consentrated on the 
(m+1) point set {e8 ;eE8} U {t(e81 +e92 )} • The only experiment 
satisfying this condition is * the experL~ent ~ ~ where 
~e = s or = o as e E {e 1 ,e 2} or e ~ {8 1 ,e 2} • Thus 
6 (,A . , ~ ) is the desired maximum. We shall satisfy ourselves 
l 'II 
,,.lith an upper bound for this quantity. Suppose first that 
s <....L = m-1 • Approximate each Pe with the distribution Q which 
assigns masses 1-~m-1~~ to 81 and 82 masses lli to each m ' m 
of the other points in e 
' 
and mass s to e itself. Note that 
e is, at the same time, both the parameter set of (£ ~ and a point 
in the sample space of ~ ~ • Simple calculations yield 
1 E 
-;; 2(1- iii-~) ; 8 E e. 
*) The experiments ~ ; YJ E [o,1f are defined in example 3.12. 1l 
Thus 
(§) o(JJ.. '& ) < 2 - 2 - ~ 
2' ~ = m m 
1 
when ~ ~ ffi-T • 
Suppose next that s ? m2 1 • Then, by example 3.12 , 
6 (u« 2., ~'n) <-_ : 6 (J) 2., ~ p) where p :::: 1 or = 0 as 
., e m:T 
e E {e 1 ,e 2! or e ~ {e 1 ,e 2! . Hence, by (§) : 
where 2 x = m(m-1) • Hence, by (§) again 
2 
- - - X ~ m for all and this is the 
desired ineq.uali ty. [] 
6. Replicated dichotomies. 
We shall in this section assume that e = {1,2} i.e. that 
our expe:r·iments are dichotomies. The Baye 's risk function 
A ~ b ( 1- A~ A I G) may then be written : 
Hence 
0-;; b(1-A,A\c;) < (1-A) 1\ A ; A E [0,1]. 
Note that the right hand side is ·b ( 1-A, A I df i) while the left hand 
side is b ( 1-A, A I ult a) • Conversely, any concave function f on 
(0,1] such that 0 ~ f(A)-;; (1-A) 1\ A ; A E [0,1] is of the 
form f(A) = b(1-A,AI ~) where ~ is, up to equivalence, deter-
mined by f • A particularily interesting aspect of this repre-
sentation is the relation 
b ( 1-A, A I sup ~ t) = inf b ( 1-A, A I ~ t) 
t t 
which is valid for any family { ~ t;tET} of dichotomies • 
Deficiencies are easily described in terms of these functions. 
By [19] and [22] : 
6((! ,?i) = 2 sup [b(1-A,AI ~)- b(1-A,A\1:" )] 
A. 
for any pair ( ~, ~) of dichotomies. 
We refer to [19] and [22] for this and various other 
results on dichotomies. 
6.2 
There is a simple connection between the Hellinger transform 
and the Baye's risk for dichotomies ; 
Theorem 6.1. 
e.g = j1 b ( 1-X A I ~ ) = ooj. II xP 1 AP 211 
H(t1 ,t2l 0 )/t1t2 t 1 t 1 dA t +1 dx (1-A) 1+ A 2+ X 2 
0 0 
The last eg_uali ty follows ·by substituting 1-A. X= T" in the 
middle integral. As all three expressions define continuous and 
affine functionals it suffices, by section 4 in [19],to establish the 
identities for double dichotomies - and in that case they follow 
by a simple integration. 
As mentioned above a non negative and concave fm1etion on [0,.1 J, is a 
minimum Baye's risk function for the decision problem defined in 
section 3 if and only if it is dominated by the triangular 
(1-A)1-tAt function A.~ A A (1-A.) • Thus the functions A~~ (1-t) t . , 
t E ]0,1[ are not m1nu1um Baye's risk functions. We may, however, 
(1-A)1-tAt 
consider the function A. "'~ ( 1_t) .t for t E JO, 1 [ , as the 
minimum Baye's risk functions in a "pseudo" dichotomy (Ut,Vt) • 
Here Ut and Vt are the measures on [o,a{ whose densities 
w.r.t. Lebesque measure are, respectively, x ~ x-t-1 and 
x "'-? x-t • 
Thus : 
Proposition 6.2. 
ex:> 
= J ( 1 -A. ) /\ A.x dx , t+1 , 
X 
0 
or equivalently : 
for each prior distribution (A.1 ,A.2 ) and each non degenerate 
prior distribution (t1,t2 ) • 
The connection between Hellinger transforms and minimum Baye's 
risk flmctions follows readily f'rom the last identity of proposi-
tion 6.2 by integrating both sides w.r.t. the standard measure 
of ~ • 
As an application consider the problem of finding bounds for 
H ( 1-t , t 1 Cff ) in terms of 
b(1-A. ,A. \~) = T 0 0 is given. 
A rv-) b(1-A, A. I~) : 
Put A = A. 0 and suppose 
Here is a possible graph of 
b(1-A.,A.) /I' 
I 
i 
~· 
~ _;_~-
T .... --.-.- •• ~.;~~-:~-- ---- b(A I (6) 
~ ...,.,... / : -- -.. -... -----.......... -~ ..,., ./ - ; ._ - -- ._ -- -------......______ 
,?-"' - / - - - - ----------
..,., - ~ 
/ --~ v----------~- ·~~--------------------~--~~·--~ A. i 0 = b(1-A.,>.\!h{a) 
Legend - - - - - Graph of 
-'~-' ...:...• --''-l-' --'' Graph of 
A r.M b(1-A.,A. I g. 0) 
A rv-? b(1-A.,A.I~1) 
:Sy convexity C$. cf cg 0 1 ~ ~ ~ & 0 where the graph of 
1 
b(1-J.,A.I (; 0 ) is the triangle JOlning (0,0) , (A. 0 ?T) and (1,0) 
while the graph of b(1-A.,)..I {6 1 ) is the quadrangle joining (0,0) 
((1-A +T)-1T , (1-A. +T)-1T) , ((A. +T)- 1).. 1 (A. +T)-1T) and (1,0). 0 0 0 0 0 
Hence, since x ~ x1-txt is concave : 
It is eas i.ly checked that ~ 0 and ~ 1 may ·be represented as, 
respectively, the dichotomies : 
~ 
l 
,. 
where s = -;--or 1-A 0 
0 
( 1-A ) (A -r ) 
0 0 
g = 2 
. A (1-A )-'1" 
0 0 
1 2 l i 
s 
11-'tl 1j I 
• 
,. 
1j = --x-
0 
It follows that 
fNI 0 1 I l l 1 1-p PI 
and. i I 
! 2 1-q I I i ·I ql 
? p 
'1"(/. -'1") 
=--0--~ 
A (1-A )-'12 
0 0 
H(1-t,tj &0 ) = .,. At (1-A. )1-t 
0 0 
and 
We have proved : 
~orem 6.3. 
and 
Let A. and t be non degenerate prior distributions. 
Then : 
.. 
6.6 
Remark 1. 
The left "~ 11 imply that : 
so that 
6( ~Jl ) I 2 ~ inf H ( t I ~ ) . 
a - t 
Remark 2. 
Let f 1 and f 2 be densities of, respectively, and P2 
w.r.t. P1+P2 • Then the left If< II 
= 
may be proved as follows : 
Corollary 6.4. 
Let t be a non degenerate prior distribution. Then : 
Proof 
Corollary 6.5. 
Let ~ be a non degenerate prior distribution. Then 
b(~l ct) < y( '&) ~ [~ 1 ~2-b(A \6fJ-iJbf~\1J[~-~0. 1 -b(A \ ~) + 
+ .J~'(A2-b(A I (6)) J 
n 
6.7 
where y(~) = H(i,il~) is the affinity between P1 and P2 • 
Proof : 
Corollary 6.6. 
Proof : 
Put t 1 = t 2 = i in corollary 6.4. 
Remark : 
The left most inequality may, since, IIP1''- P2tl = 1-!IIP1-P211 
be written : 
0 
~-· J_j 
where D(P1,P2 ) is the Hellinger distance between P1 and P2 • 
A simpler derivation of this inequality may be found in Le Cam [ 13]. 
The upper bound, H(t 1 ,t 2 \~) 
considerably lowered if, in addition to b(1-A0 ,A 0 \ ~), 
given a derivative of A ~ b( 1-A, A\~) at A=A 0 
may be 
we are 
Let, for each A E ]o, 1 [ 
' 
* ~ b (1-A 2 Aj ~ be any number between 
the left and the right derivative of A -7 b(1-A,A\ ~) at A • 
If A = 0 or A = 1 then b * ( 1 , 0 I ~ ) and b*(0,1\ '®) denote 
respectively,the right derivative in A= 0 and the left deri-
vative in A = 1 • 
6.8 
Then we have : 
Theorem 6.7. 
For any pair (A,t) of prior distributions A =(A1,A2 ) and 
t = (t1,t2) : 
H(t\%) ~ [1-b(A\~) + A2n*(A\'&)]t1[b(AI'£) + A 1 b*(AI~)]t2 
Proof : 
Fix A = ( 1-A , A ) and put ,. = b ( 1-A , A I ~ ) , 
0 0 0 0 
7-t = D * ( 1-A 0 , A 0 I ~ ) , p = ,- - x. A 0 and q = 1 -,.-fl. ( 1 - A 0 ) • 
Here is a picture of the situation : 
Legend : 
1--. b(1-A,A) 
1 
- - - - --~ Graph of 
)l.r-Hb ( 1 - A ' A I ~ ) 
· · Graph of 
A'""~b( 1-A., A I ~) 
,. ' 
,. 
' 
( 1 '1 ) 
... 
' ' I 
. 
. 
. 
. 
I 
. 
' 
. 
I 
I 
.... ----~ (1 ,1-q) 
I 
6.9 
The line A~~ T + x(A-A ) is clearly tangent to the graph 
0 
of A ~ 'b(1-A.,AI ~) at A= A0 • Hence, since b(1-A,AI~) is 
concave in A , T + li(A-A0 ) ~ b(1-A,AI ~) or equivalently : 
The dichotomy ~ is the double dichotomy. 
« 0 \1 I 
I 
1 1-p 1 p 
2 1-q q 1 
It follows that : 
and this is the 
desired inequality. [] 
Corollary 6.8. 
Proof : 
Put A1 = A2 = i and use the identities : 
0 
Corollary 6.9. 
y ( c; ) ~ J [ 1 - b (A I ~ ) + A2b * (1\ I ~ ) J [b (A I~) + A1 b * (A I ~ ) ] 
+ J[b(AI ~ )-A2b*(A I ~)][1-b(AI ~ )-A-1b*(~l 't )Jt2 
Proof : Put 
Corollary 6.10. 
y ( ~) ~ t[ J [II p 1 Vp 211 +b * ( i' i-,t;)-][ll-~~p 2H+b * ( i~i I~-)] 
+ ~[11P1 VP21l-b*C~,ij t )][lJP1AP21l-b*(i,i\ ~)]1 } 
Remark : 
The inequality 
6.10 
l_j 
where D(P1 ,P2 ) = .f2(1~ (~ ))' is the Hellinger distance -between 
P1 and P2 • It follows, since y ( ~) < 1 , that 
This follows, see Le Crun [13] , simply and directly from Schwartz 
ineg_uali ty. This inequality, together with the inequality in the 
remark after corollary 6.6 shows that the statistical distance : 
6.11 
(P1 ,P2 ) ""~ l!P1-P2 11 , and the Hellinger distance : 
(P1 ,P2 ) "'7 [ J (fd.P~i- ~dP~) 2]i define the same uniformities. 
Proof of the corollary : 
The first inequality follows simply by putting - 1.. 
- 2 
in corollary 6.8. Put 
F(x) ~ ~(B+x)(A+x) + J--(B---x--)(A-x)' ; 1x 1 ~ A where A = IIPl' P2 ll 
and B = IIP1 V P2 11 • Then F is symmetric and concave on [-A, A] • 
It follows that F(x) ~ F(o) = 2fAB'. 
Corollary 6.11. 
For any prior distribution (t1 ,t2 ) : 
H ( t 1 , t 2 I ~ ) < [ 1 -io ( ~ , d<. a) ] t 1 [ !o ( ~ , til a) ] t 2 
+ [!o( t 'uU.a) Jt1 [1-~ ( g' Ja)Jt2 
< [!o(t,JA.a)]t1 + [!6(~ ,tMa)Jt2 
Remark : 
t 1 = t 2 = i yield: 6(~,£-Ma) ~ y(g ) 2/2. 
Proof : 
0 
Let A. 0 be least favorable i.e. b(A.0 J (!) ? b(A. \ ~) for all 
A E [0,1]. We may then take 
lows now by inserting A. = A. 0 
and using corollary 3.2. 
b*(A.0 \ ~) = 0 • The inequality fol-
in the inequality in theorem 6.7 
0 
Another interesting inequality is : 
Proposition 6.12. 
If ~ and ~ are dichotomies, then 
Proof : 
This follows from Fubini's theorem and the inequality : 
which is valid for any non negative numbers A1 ,A2,f1,f2 ,g1 and g2 , 
0 
Corollary 6.13. 
If '& and ~ are dichotomies then : 
for all prior distributions A and 1-L • 
Proof : 
Corollary 6 .. 14. 
dl 'Z" If 0 and J are dichotomies then : 
Proof : 6.13 
This follows from corollary 3 .. 2. D 
Corollary 6.15. 
If ~ and ~ are dichotomies then : 
Proof : 
0 
By corollaries 6.13 and 6.15 : 
and 
It follows that 
n 1 :--r 
and .J -b (A. I ~ n) ; n=1 , 2 , .... . 
' 
n=1,2, ••• 
n~n ,1/· -r 
as n ~ ro , to, respectively: sup \I b ( ~ , lAA a)/2 
n 
and converges, 
sup ~b (A I ~ n) ' • Furthermore, since 
n 
when A is non degenerate, these li~mits are the same. Thus 
Theorem 6.16. 
There is for each dichotomy ~ , a constant* C( 'G) in [o, 1 J 
such that, for each non degenerate prior distribution "A : 
*) It follows directly from theorem 6.16 that C( gr) = C(~ )r ; 
r=1, 2 P.. . Also, by this theorem and corollary 6.15 : 
C((S x'"r) ~ C( ~ )C( ~) for any pair ( tffi, ~) of dichotomies. 
6.14 
= 
!lf -~ 
!l(' l1 . I 'IJ 0 ( c& l1 .II ) I - ( lf ) 
sup 'IJ b (A. I 'G ) = sup 0 'w. a 2 - C 0 • 
l1 l1 
Corollary 6.17. 
Proof : 
0 
If C(G) f C(~) then it follows from the illequalities : 
that 
More ge11erally, see [22 J , this holds whe11ever ~ t ~ • 
The fact that b ( c&11 ,t)J a) 
speed if an.d o11ly if ~ 1' di.. 
~ 
Propositio!l 6.18. 
co!lverges to zero with expo!lelltial 
a11d ~ 1 d{ follows from : 
a 
6.15 
Proof : 
The right 11< 11 follows by the remark after theorem 6.3 while 
the left "<" follows by the remark after corollary 6.11. 
Corollary 6.19. 
Proof : 
< inf H(tl ~) 
t 
0 
This follows from theorem 6.16 and proposition 6.18. 
It was shown by Chernoff, [6], that : 
* Theorem 6.20. 
[] 
For any dichotomy and any non degenerate prior distribution 
lim ~~~-~-~~i = inf H(t l ~) . 
n-? 00 t 
It follows then, by theorem 6.16, that the right 
6.18 may be replaced by "=" i.e. : 
Theorem 6.21. 
C ( cg ) = inf H ( t \ g ) . 
t 
"<" 
= 
in corollary 
The following property of the functional c& ,..,_., C ( ~ ) is im-
mediate from this formula. 
*) A proof of this theorem follows directly from the first part of 
the proof of theorem 7.2. 
6.16 
Corollary 6.22. 
If ~ and J= are dichotomies then C(~ x3 ) ~ cU5) • c(s:-) 
and C ( gn) = C ( ~ )n ; n=1 , 2, ••• 
Remark : 
This follows, see footnote on page 6.13, also directly from 
theorem 6.16 and corollary 6.3. 
The next two corollaries follow from remark 1 after theorem 6.3. 
Corollary 6.23. 
b(Xl~) ~ (X1v t. 2 )C(~). 
Corollary 6.24. 
Remark : 
This inequality and the inequality follows 
.imruediately from theoreii1 __ ~_1_6_. ___ _ 
We shall now consider a few extensions of this result. 
Let.us first consider the asymptotic behaviour of minimum Baye's 
risk in other decision problems. It is known, see for example [7 J 
o.r [ 19] , 
functionals 
* linear on 
function. 
that the minimum Baye's risk may often be expressed as 
11 ( ~) = J ~ (dP 1, dP2 ) where the function w is super 
R2 • The function • is determined by the loss 
It follows, since the standard measure of ~n converges 
weakly to the standard measure of d{ a when ~ t Jli , that 
* i.e. ~(x+y) ? ~(x)+J!l(y) and $(tx) = tw(x) when t? 0 • 
6.17 
1\1 ( ~n) ~ ~ (t#._a) as n ~ w provided ~i viii . By theorem 2 in 
[19] : 
6(~ ,?IJ.. ) 
o ~ t ( ~ ) - $ ( dl. a) ~ 2 a [ ~ ( 1 , o ) +w ( -1 , o ) +~ ( o , 1 ) +$ ( o , -1 ) ~ 
It follows, by replacing ~ with ~ n and applying theorem 6.16, 
that 
limsup n~~ ( ~n) - ·t(d( a);~ C( ~) • 
n 
Suppose t is not affine on [o ,oo[ 2 • Put cp(x) = \1 ( 1-x,x) , 
x E [0,1] • Then ~ is concave on [0,1] and for some 
x 0 E ]o, 1 [ : ~(x0 ) > ( 1-x0 )p (0) + x 0rp(1) • Let X be the function 
on [0,1] which is linear on the intervals [O,x0 ] and [x0 ,1] 
and which satisfies : x(O) = ~(0), x(x0 ) = ~(x0 ) , x(1) = ~(1) • 
Then $ ( ~ ) - • (a{ a) = 'W ( ~) - r (d,la) where 
~(x) = $(x)- x1w(1,0)- x2$(0,1). Thus we may as well assume 
that ~(0) = ~(1) = 0 and then \f.(~) - 'cv(a) = ' ( ~) > 
> s· dP2 ~ 1 1 
= x(dP +P ) d(P1+P2 ) = k b(A., (!)) where k = ~(x0 )(x + 1=X ) 
. 1 2 0 0 
and A = (_L )(...J. + ....:L )-1 • 1-x x 1-x 0 0 0 
Using theorem 6.16 once more we find altogether : 
Theorem 6.25. 
If $ is super linear on R2 and not affine on [o,a{2 then 
1 im r;}$ ( ~ n) - I( ( tA( ) ~ C ( ~ ) • 
n~ oo a 
Remark : 
where L is the loss function, then 
6.18 
'41 ( ~) is the minimum Baye 's risk for the loss function L • The 
exceptional case is the situation where for some 
t 0 ; L9 (t0 ) ~ L9 (t) for e = 1,2 and all t. 
In that case no observations are needed and the decision rule 
x .....n t 0 is "uniformly" optimal. 
We shall for the remaining part of this section assume, unless 
otherwise stated, that : 
(i) 
(ii) 
r dP2 
dlp (~) is non lattice 
1 1 
inf H( t l ~ ) is obtained for t = t 0 where 
t 
t 0 is non degenerate. 
In their paper [ 9 J , Effron and Truax obtained more accurate 
results on the asymptotic behaviour of b("-1 (;n) • Using Edgeworth 
expansion they found, under assumptions (i) and (ii), that : 
An exposition of this result, and related results, which is fitted 
to this framework may be fou~d in [22] • 
We .. shall now use this result to get more information on the 
asymptotic behaviour of 6( ~n,rA.{a) and on the least favorable 
distribution for ~n • 
6.19 
Put An = C(~ )-n ~2rr'f·2.~ & . Effron's and Truax's expansion 
may then be written : 
c1_ 1)1-t0 A.t 0 ~~mAn b ( 1-).' ). I ~n) = ( 1-to ) to where ). is replaced by 
(1-A.,:>.) and t 0 = t~ • The functions A. r..rl b(A.I tn) and the 
function ). ~ (1-1) 1-to ).to are all concave on [0,1] • It 
follows that the convergence is uniform in ). • Maximizing the 
left hand side ru1d the right hand side w.r.t. A. we find that 
(1-t )1-to tto 
1 im _ A 6 ( G n , vl{ a ) I 2 = 0 0 • Bene e o ( ~ n, Ul a ) I 2 = n~ oo-n. \ 1-to) to 
= b(t0 \ ~n)(1+o(1 )) • Let ~ (n) be least favorable in 'f; n ; 
i.e. b(~ (n)\ ~) = o( '&n,()J._a)12 • Then 
[~~n)Jt~[~~n)Jt~ 
An b(IJ.(n)l c&.n)- ~ 0. Hence, by the asymptotic 
0 to to 
1 2 
expression for o(t;n,dAa) : 
so that 
IJ.(n) ~ t 0 • By a slight extension of this argument 
we find that 6( 8n,vLla)l2 = b(~ (n) \~ )(1+o(1 )) as n ~ oo, if 
and only if IJ.(n) ~ t 0 • This proves : 
Theorem 6.26. 
(i) ~-=-t ~ ( 1 +o ( 1 ) ) 
~ 2TT ,-2 
as n ~ w • 
6.20 
(ii) t 0 is asymptotically least favora·ble in the sense that 
as n -?co • 
(iii) 
Remark : 
More generally : 
if ~~d only if lim ~(n) = t 0 • 
n 
The prior t 0 which minimizes t ~ H( t \ ~ ) is, by this 
theorem, asymptotically least favorable. 
Note next that, by proposition 6.2 : 
1 im j' L ( 1 -A) A Ax] A K ( dx) = j'[ ( 1-A) A A.x] uto ( dx) 
no? oo n n , 2 
where ~ = ~pn (d~/d~) • It follows that 
1 
~~mo:;; s cp(x) An Kn (dx) = Jcp(x) Ut~ (dx) for any function 
cp on [0 ,oo[ which is a linear combination of functions 
x ~ (1-A) A Ax ; A E (0,1] • It is not difficult to see that a 
function cp is a linear combination of functions (1-A) I\ AX ' , 
A E [0,1] , if and only if cp is polygonal, cp(o) = 0 ~~d 
cp(x) = lim cp(x) when x is sufficiently large. Hence, by the 
x-7 o;) 
theory of weak convergence of measures : 
6.21 
Theorem 6.27. 
Jcr(d~/d~)d~ = [jcr(x)Ut~(dx)].f2n1 ,.~ .?r; C(~)n(1+o(1)) 
as n -? oo for any bounded function cp on [0 ,co[ which is con-
tinuous a.e. Lebesgue and such that sup lcp(x)/xl <co. 
x>o 
Or equivalently : 
J p( to ( ) ( 1-x) 2 1 1 ( ( ) ) p X O dx 1 -=t 1 +O 1 
X 1 +t2 A../ 2nT2 .Jn 0 
as n ~ oo for any function p on [0, 1 J which is continuous a. e. 
Le.besgu.e and such that sup I p (x)/x I <co and 
1>x>o 
sup IP (x)/ ( 1-x) I< cq. 
o<x<1 
Remark. 
If 1jr is sub linear or super linear on R2 then 
p (x) = .~( 1-x,x) ; x E [ 0, 1 J satisfies the requirements of the 
theorem. Thus, by specializing to functions 
x~A 
t 
Baye's 
2 
~ L8 (t)x8 , we find asymptotic expressions for minimum 
8=1 
risk in various decision problems. 
As an application let us work out the asymptotic consequence of 
'behaving according to a "wrong" prior distribution ( 1- >..,A.). 
Denote the "true" prior distribution ·by (1-!J.,I.J.) • We shall assume 
that A.,!J. E ]0,1[. The optimal Baye's test, 6 , for the prior 
(1-A.,A.) consists in rejecting or accepting according to whether 
1-A. <-r. Expected loss is then 
Hence : 
1-A 
-;::-
~ J xUt (dx) 
0 
0 
(1-~)~(d~/d~ > ¥) + ~~(d~/dY.t < ¥) = 
6.22 
= C ( ~ )n .w.1 ll::.t: ( A ) t 0 + -1:..._ ( 1- A) 1-t 0 ·J. • ~2Tin~2· to 1=t 1-to -r-
This should be compared with 
which is the minimum Baye's risk we would have obtained if we 
had chosen the right prior distribution. 
This proves : 
Proposition 6.28. 
Let, lln , n = 1 , 2, •• 6 , be a. test tn ~ ? which achieves minimum 
Baye's risk w.r.t.~na.ndegenerate prior distribution A • 
Then the ratio of the Baye's risk of this test w.r.t. the non 
degenerate prior distribution ~ and the minimum Baye's 
risk for the prior ~ converges as n ~ oo to 
6.23 
Remark 1. 
Note that the exponential rate of convergence to zero is not 
affected ·by choosing the wrong prior distribution. The risk is 
still : C(~)n{[1+o(1)]n} • This follows quite generally, 
(assumptions (i) and (ii) are not needed), from the simple in-
equalities : 
Not only is the exponential rate preserved. The risk is still 
of the form : 
C(g )n -4; • constant • 
..Jn 
Thus the asymptotic consequences of choosing the wrong prior 
appears only in the constant. 
Remark 2. 
The limiting value of the ratio obtains, as it should, 
its maximal value 1 when A. = 1-J. • 
6.24 
The exponential rate of convergence of the power 
of the most powerful level a. test for testing 119=1 11 against 
ne=2" was determined by D.D. Joshi (1957, L'information en sta-
tistiq.ue mathematique et dans la theorie des communications. These, 
Faculte des Sciences de l'Universite de Paris, June.] An asymp-
totic expansion, based on Edgeworth expansions, for this power was 
given by B.Effron [1967, The power of the likelihood ratio test. 
AMS ~, 802-806]. See [22] for an exposition adapted to our 
framework. Problems concerning exponential rates of convergence 
for risk functions which are optimal w.r.t. side conditions of this 
type will not be discussed in this paper. 
7. Replicated experiments when-~ Parameter set is finite, 
How fast does the content of information in n replicates of 
an experiment increase when nt en ? We shall in this section 
investigate this problem when e is finite. It is, in view of the 
fact that pairwise sufficiency implies sufficiency, not too 
surprising that the problem may be reduced to the same problem for 
dichotomies. 
We extend the definition of the constant C( ~) in section 6 
by defining 
Thus 
The parameter set e will, unless otherwise stated, be assumed 
finite throughout this section. 
Consider now an experiment {! = (P8;eEG) • 
Let tr be sub linear on Re and let F ·be a non empty sub set 
of e • Then, by sub linearity : 
.(z) = w(~z 8 e 8 ) ~ ~(F~z 8 e 8 ) + ~ z8¢(e8 ) • 
.Fe 
Let S denote the standard measure of ?£ • Then : 
then : 
Substituting ~n for ~ and applying theorem 6.25 we find, 
provided 'II is not affine on [0 ,co[(H) , that {e 1 ,e 2 J 
Suppose now that this provision is satisfied for all two 
points sets { 8 1 , 9 2 ! . Then : 
The provision above is obviously sati.:::fied for any function ; 
z ~ v .A9z8 where A. is a prior distribution on l1i such that e 
11.9 > 0 for all e • Suppose A satisfies this condition. Then 
the above result imply that : 
nr···· .. 
liminf 'lib(/..\~ n) > C( ~) • 
n 
Hence, by proposition 3.8 and theorem 6.16 
limsup r;jb Ct..\~ n ); ~ 
n 
nJ .· ' 
It follows that ·'fb(A.\'Gn)-" c({%) as n -"oo. Hence, by corol-
lary 3.2 and proposition 3.7 : 
= c('&) ' 
so that 1 im ~ c ( ~ n, v« a) = C ( ~ ) • 
n 
By the sub linear function criterion : 
for any sub linear function w 
n 
Finally, by corollary 5.5 : 
nJ---------------, .1. 
lim "J2- _g- b(cM.., ~ n) = C( G) 
n m ~ 
, where m = #® • 
Altogether we have proved 
Theorem 7.1. 
Let c; = (P8 ;eE8) be an experiment with finite parameter set. 
Then : 
(i) 
(ii) 
ni 2 ---, ,.., 
lim ~2- -:- - 6({/J.., ~ n) = c(t) where m = #@ • 
n-" o::.; m ~ 
(iii) provided for all e • 
7.4 
(iv) limsup 'f/ llJ(u{,la)-llJ( <Gn)' ~ C( ~) for any sub linear 
n-a: 
function Ill 
(v) lim \/wCMa)-$( ~TI) = C( ~) for any sub linear 
n-ee 
R@ that*) f th function $ on such non o e maps 
91 92 
z ~- w(ze e + ze e ) ; 91 f 92 are affine on 
1 2 
e [O,oc[ ,. 
Remark: 
If w(x) = V ~ A9 U9(t)x9 where T is a decision space and 
't e 
U is the utility function, then (iv) describes the exponential 
rate of convergence to ~ Ae v u9(t) of maximum Baye's utility. 
8 8 
The exceptional case is precisely the situation where for some 
two point set [e 1 ,e 2} , no observations are needed when it is 
known that 8 E [8 1 ,8 2 } • 
Although theorem 7~1 yields the exact rate of exponential 
convergence in many situations, there are situations of interest 
where the condition in (v) is not satisfied. Consider, for exampl~, 
the problem of catching 8 with an r-point confidence set. 
Then the minimax probability of not covering the true value is: 
*) Thus (v) is not applicable to expressions like 
te 
/IAAe pnil = II~ (-A 9 ) P~JI and, in fact, )J ~A e P~!l < ITA 9 H~ ( t)n 8 8 II = 
for any pair (t.,t) of prior distributions on ® • 
7.5 
where U runs through all r-point subsets of e . Then 
K1 = 6(~,J{a)/2 and it is easily seen that ~r is monotonically 
decreasing in r • 
Let us briefly consider the asymptotic behaviour of these 
quantities when e is finite: 
Theorem 7.2 
Suppose @ is finite and put m = #@ • Define for each 
experiment and each integer r E [1,2, .•• ,m-1} . the quantity 
x.r ( '& ) as above. Then·: 
r te 
= max inf rr ( dP 8 ) 
W tEI&w vw 
where 
(i) W runs through all (r+1)-point subsets of e 
and 
(ii) Aw , for each W is the set of all prior distributions 
on @ which are supported by W • 
Furthermore: The n-th root_of the minimum Baye's probability 
of not covering the true value of 8 • 
converges to the same limit, provided Ae > 0 for all 8 E e . 
Remark : 
Putting m = 2 and r = 1 we see that the last statement 
generalizes Chernoff's result, theorem 6.20 • 
Proof of theorem 7.2 : Let us write @ = {1,2, ••• ,m} • The proof 
is completed in two steps. 
First step : 
nt II" ' te 
'1/ a~ ~II ~ inf IT a8 H(t) 
e tEA e 
when for all e 
and H ( t ) = H ( t \ (6) • 
Proof of claim 1 : 
-------~---------~ 
It suffices, in view of the ineguali ties : 
n .....J1 nta IIA a9 .J:'e li:; D a8 H( t )n ; t E 1\ 
e e 
to show that : 
·-----------y 
t9 ( §) ~ - n F_l inf TI H(t) when liminf IIA ae 9 ll ~ ae a8 > o for all 9 
n e t e 
a = 1 and inf H( t) > 0 • Let s denote the standard measure m t 
c;= tl (§) of (P8:eEe) • Then S(A) > 0 • Suppose we have proved 
when supp S is bounded away from the boundary of I\ .. Then (§) 
follows by : 
and 
1) truncating S to the subset of I\ consisting of all points 
x whose distance to the boundary is at least e > 0 
1 
2) applying, as £-+ 0 , the minimax theorem in Chernoff's paper 
[6] • [See also page P.D. 2.6 in [22]]. 
Let us now assume that supp S is bounded away from the 
boundary. Then H is analytic on I\ • Let '} = ( Q1 , Q2, • • •, ~) ( dQ. 
be a homogenuous experiment such that oLQm(log d~; i=1,2, ••• ,m-1) 
is absolutely continuous and such that H(• \~) is analytic. 
7-7 
Then ~ x ~ have the same properties. Suppose we have proved 
claim ·1 for all experiments having these properties. 
Then : 
liminf ~ IIA ~~~ 
i l l n 
r.-- te 
> [ inf H ( t I ~ ) J [ inf IT a8 H ( t)] • 
t t e 
Replacing ~ "by J, ((- + ( 1 1 ) . h 1~ ._, - N VI.. i in the last expression and 
letting N ~co we get 
where 
It follows that we may assume that H is analytic on all of 
A and that 
J dP. 
p (log dPJ. ; i=1,2~ ••• ,m-1) 
m m 
1 t 1 Rm-1 • is abso u e y continuous on Put 
and 
Then 
where 
\ dP. 
F = d-p (log dlll 
m m 
; i=1,2, .... ,m-1), 
H(t) = le(t,z)F(dz) 
" 
(t,z) = m-1 L: 
i=1 
t.z. 
J. l 
7.8 
and 
rv 
where ai =-log ai; i=1,2, ••• ,m. 
Let t 0 be a point in fl. where a tH( t) achieves minimum i.e .. 
H0 = H(t 0 ) • We may, without loss of generality, assume that 
and g •• where k ~ 2 • 
Differentiating we find : 
I ( o "') 
1 (z.-a. )e t ,z-a F(dz) = o or ?_ 0 
j 1. 1. 
as i ~ m-k+1 or i ~ m-k ~ 
Put f < 0 "') r 1 z.e t ,z-a F(dz) 
'"'i = ~ . 1. . , i=1 , 2, • o • , m-1 
and 
0 rv 
cr .. =n1 Jcz.-C.)(z.-s.)e<t ,z-a)F(dz) l.J 0 1. 1. J . J .. , i,j=1,2,.a.,m-1 • 
Then ,. = 0 
1. or -~ 0 as i ~ m-k+1 or i < m-k+1 • 
Let gi denote the multivariate normal distribution with expecta-
tion vector C and covariance matrix cr • 
Then 
and 
Introduce a new measure G by : 
0 rv) dG = H-1 (t ,z-a 
dF o e • 
Jz.G(dz) = s. 
. 1. 1. 
a . . • l.J 
n . 
be the distribution of L: (zJ_,)/'Vn' when 
j=1 
7-9 
z1,z2, ••• ,z11 are independently and identically distributed, each 
distributed according to G • 
Then : Jzi~(dz) = 0 ; i=1,2, ••• ,m-1 
and 
ll z . z . K ( dz) = a . . • ; i, j = 1 , 2, ••• , m-1 • 
, l J n lJ 
By the central limit theorem 
when h is continuous and bounded on lfl-1 • 
We find easily 
rv 
= ~ JL m~1 ezi-ai A 1] e-<to,z-a)Gn*(dz) = 
i=1 
where 
A = {z • f7 > O,z2 > o, ••• ,zm_1 > 0} • ""'1 
and 
rv 
K 
11 
is the conditional distribution of z given 
that clcz) = Kn and that z E A • K (A) n is, by the central 
limit theorem, positive when n is sufficiently large and then 
Kn is well defined. Assume for the remaining part of the proof of 
claim 1 that n is restricted to !n : Kn(A) > 0 } • 
[By weak convergence :~(A)~ ~(A)> 0 •] 
By Jensen's inequality : 
Now : 
I J ziKn (dz) I ~ J \zi I Kn (dz) ~ -,{;Ji:-~i ; i > m-k • 
A 
It follows that 
Hence : 
sup max !j' z .~(dz) I <co • 
n i>m-k · 2 
This completes the proof of our first claim. 
n'-----------.. 
It follows in particular that ~II/\ a8 ~l! ~ inf H(t) when a8 > 0 
e t 
for all e • 
Second step 
Claim 2 : 
7.11 
We may write : 
xr(~) = s~p !I~ ~c ).8P8!1 • 
Then 
Claim 2 follows now immediately from the identity : 
The proof of the theorem is now completed by inserting ~n 
for ~ , taking n-th root, letting n -? oo , and using claim 1 • 
0 
If the dichotomies ~{e 1 , 92 J ; e1t e2 all satisfies con-
ditions (i) and (ii) in section 6, then itis possible to obtain 
more accurate results. The constant # ® will~ however, appear 
in unpleasant ways and further study should be undertaken. 
Let t = (P9 ;6Ee) and ~ = (Q8 ;eES) be two experiments. If 
~ s } i' ~~ } when s1.+ 62 ? then by theorem 6.16, !61,62 61,82 
and theorem 3 in [22] : 
lll11. J.·nf~/A(~n:~n) 1 .. fn/ A(~n ~n ), ~ £.l G , -..; ~ ll11J.n 'V max 0 { e e J ' ;) { e e } 
n - n e 1 :fe 2 1 ' 2 1 ' 2 
= c(~) v c(~). 
In any case : 
limsup r:j~ ( ~n, <:; n )-,-;; limsup nJA ( t n, d/. a )+A (~n, J.l a)' 
n n 
= c ( ~ ) v c (~ ) • 
Hence : 
Proposition 7.3. 
Let t = (P8 ;eEe) and ~ = (Q8 :eEe) 
be two experiments. 
Then 
when e1 + e2 then moreover 
Remark 1. 
nr -
It is our conjecture that lim 'V'A ( ~n, ~n) = C( ~) V C(~) 
n 
whenever cG + ! . In particular this should hold when t and 
~ are pairwise equivalent but not equivalent. 
Remark 2 • 
.Another interesting, and open, problem is that of describing 
the asymptotic behavior of oC&n, '5n). A few relevant results 
are given on pages 3.6 and 3.7 in [22]. 
If the map 9 ~ p is not 1-1 then C(~) = 1 and e 
5 ( ~n ,d/.a) ~ 1 for all n • The obvious way out is to replace the 
·parameter set ® by the set iP8 ;eEel .. 
Let, for each partition 
sets , 
ie1 ,e2 , ••• ,er} of ® into non empty 
denote any experiment (Q8 ;eE®) such 
that Q8 = Q8 or Q8 1\ Q8 = 0 as e1 and e2 are equivalent 
1 2 1 2 
or non equivalent according to the partition. Clearly any two 
experiments of this type are equivalent and we shall not bother 
to distinguish between them. Note that 
and 
Call an experiment ~ idempotent if ~ 2 "' ~ • The idempotent 
experiments are characerized in : 
Proposition 7.4. 
The following conditions on an experiment 
equivalent : 
(i) is idempotent 
are all 
(ii) lim ~n for some experiment ~ • 
n 
(iii) 
Proof : 
(i) 
(ii) 
cg "' vU. ( { e 1 ,®2 ,. ••• ,er} ) for some partition 
{e1 ,e2 , ••• ,sr} of e into non empty sub sets 
=> (ii) If g "' ~ 2 , then by induction ~ "' ~ n ; 
=> (iii): 
n=1 , 2, ••• , • 
Write ~= (Q9 ;eEe) • 
v«< te1 ,e2 , ••• ,el) 
Then 2; n --? 
..... 
defined by the equivalence relation : 
def 
e1 ~ 82 <====> Q81 = Qe2 • 
is 
Put ~= (P8;eEe) 
' 
and let 
"' 
be the egui-(iii) => (i) 
valence relation defined by the partition 
(Gl1, ••• ,er) • Then Pe = p or P8 "P =·o 
1 82 1 92 
as 8{"' 82 or 8{r 82 • Hence p2 = 81 
p2 
92 
or 
~A P~ = 0 as e1"' e2 
1 2 
Thus or 
't2 "' d{ (ie1 '• •• ,er}) "' ~ • 
Corollary 7.5. 
Let g = (P8 ;eE®) and let {e1 ,®21 ••• ,e) be the partition 
of e into non empty sub sets which is induced by the equivalence 
relation 
Let ei E ei ; i=1,2, ••• ,r • 
Then : 
(i) 
and 
(ii) 
Proof : 
This follows directly from theorem 7 .. 1. 
0 
8.1 
8, Replicated experiments when the parameter set is countable. 
In order to generalize the results in section 7 to the case 
of countable parameter sets we shall have to search for sequences 
' ... 
estimators of 8 such that en is based on ~n and is G 
such that P~(en+e) is small. The definition of the crucial 
quantity C( ~ ) in section 7 is extended to the countable case 
by defining: 
where ~ = Thus 
C(~n)=C(~)n, n=1,2,,. 
and a ( ~ ) = c ( ~ ) v ,. ( ~ ) • The possibilities of exponential 
convergence are completely characterized by a ( ~ ) • This is a 
consequence of: 
Theorem 8.1. 
Let 
set 
be an experiment with countable parameter 
be independent observations of (; • 
Then there is a sequence (en(x1 ,x2 , ••• ,Xn) ; n = 1,2, ••• ) 
of estimators of 8 such that 
"fl I n " ct 
'limysup P8 (e =!=e)= cr(G) • 
n-+ ex::· tJ n 
On the other hand, for any sequence fSn(x1 ,X:2,···'~) ; 
n = 1,2, ••• } of estimators of e do we have: 
8.2 
Furthermore: 
lim \/o ( ~n, dta) :::: cr( {!) • 
n--x-
Remark: 
If e is finite then by theorem 6.16 r(~) ~ C(ct) so that 
cr( ~) :::: C( ~) • Note also that C( ~) :::: r ( ~) :::: cr ( ~) = 1 when 
the map e -> P8 is not 1-1 • 
Proof : 
Let ~ be any measure dominating (P8 : SEB) and put, for 
each 8 f e ,n 
n; n 
= dP8 d~; n = 1,2, •••• Let us first assume 
that o(t,d{a) < 2 • There is, by assumption, a randomization M 
from ~ to e so that P8M(e) ~ o. > o where 0. = 1 - 0 ( ~ ' vl() /2 • 
Put and be 
independent observations 
( Q8 : e E e) • Let 
of (} and let be independent 
® valued variables such that 
JJY.jX.) =M(·jx.) ~ ~ ~ 
Thus Y1 ,Y2 , ••• are independent observations of~. Put 
for each s E ]0,1[ 
and 
where, for each subset F of ®, hn(F) = ~#{i: 1~i~n, yiEF}. 
Note that the set An(s) is a random subset of ® based on 
(X1 ,x2 , •• e,~) • The sets F9(s) and An(s) are both necessarily 
finite and 41= F 8 ( r; ) ; [ ~] and #An ( s ) ~ [; ] . 
8.3 
(i) 
when and n > -1 s . 
Proof of (i): 
P~ (An ( S ) f Fe (q) ~ 2: 1 P~ ( 8 ' E An ( S ) ; 8 1 ~ F S ( TJ) ) 
8 
= 2: 1 P~(hn(e') ~ s) where ~~ 
indicates that the summation is over all points e' such that 
Q8(e') < TJ. Considering a particular term P~(hn(e') >g) we 
find successively: 
nthn(e') nts; P~(hn(e') ~ ~) = P~(e ~ e ) 
-nt ~ nthn ( e') -t~ th1 ( e') n ~ e E8 e = [ e s8 e J ; t > o • 
Minimizing the last term w.r.t. t E [O,oc[ we get: 
Hence: 
P~ ( hn ( e ' ) ~ s ) ~ [ ( 1 - Q e ( 9 ' ) ) 1 - s Q e ( 9 ' ) ~ r ( ~ ) J n 
~ Qe(e' )ns r(~)n = Qe(e' )Q9(e' )ns-1 r(;)n 
< Qe(9 1 ) Tlns-1 r(s)n when ns ~ 1 • 
8.4 
Thus (i) is proved. 
Consider next the probability that An(~) does not cover 
true the value .of 6 • As above we get successively: 
P~ ( e 4 An ( ~ ) ) = P~ ( hn ( e ) < s ) 
n nt(1-hn(e)) nt(1-~) 
=P8 (e >e ) 
-nt(1-~) nt(1-hn(e)) [ -t(1-s) t(1-h1 (e))J 
~ e E 9e ::;: e E8e , 
when t ~ 0 • 
Assuming ; ~ Q8(e) and minimizing the last term w.r.t. 
t E [O,oo[ we find 
Consider so the e.xperiment (ff e, T1 = ( P e,: 8' E Fe ( 71)) where 8 E 18 
and 11 E ]0,1[ • Let t 8 be any maximum likelihood estimator n, ct. 
of e' w.r.t. the experiment & e,~ and the observations 
X1 ,x2 , ••• ,Xn. Suppose T1 < ~. Then 8 E F8 (~) so that 
The first 11 < 11 here may be obtained as follows: 
= Sf A fe 1 < Jf9 A f8 1 e,n ,n = ,n ,n 
[f~, 2:f8 ] Q ,n- ,n 
8.5 
= 
follows from corollary 6.23, with A1 = A2 = t The last n<n 
and from corollary 6.22. 
Let sn be any maximum likelihood estimator based on 
x1 ,x2 , ••• ,~ and An(~) • More precisely: sn is any measurable 
function of J1, ... ,~ such that 
when and Thus is a 
restricted M.L. estimator. 
Suppose now that e E An(g) ~ F9 (~) • We may then by the 
slight arbitraryness of t , require that 
_ n, 8 when-
is a possible candidate for maximum likelihood in ever f 
sn,n ~ e,~ . It follows that the implication "sn =f 9" => "t :f 9" n, e 
holds when 
-1 
n ~ ~ 
Hence; since Q9(e) ~a : 
Hence, for ~ ~ ~ ~ Q9(e) and 
t>( ~n,d{a)/2 ~ [C1-a) 1-s as r(s)]n+ T1-1(r(s)T1Jn+ [~JC(~)n 
-1 
when n ~ ~ , so that 
limsup ~( '&n,JA.a)/2\ ~ [(1-a) 1-s as r(s)J v [r(s)T1] v C(~) 
n 
T) -> 0 and then s -> 0 yield finally: 
We proved this inequality under the assumption that o(~ ,{)la) < 2. 
If o ( t , Jla) = 2 , however, then the inequality holds trivially. 
Substituting ~r , where r is a positive integer, for £ 
in this inequality we get: 
limsup \~ ( 'tnr, ~)\ ~ C( '& )r v o ( tr, J).a)/2 
n 
so that 
For any n > r there is a unique m ? 1 so that mr ~ n ~ (m+1 )r. 
Then: 
The right hand side of this inequality, is between 
'\plr~( C{mr. /Ja) ~+ 1)r~( ~mr rll )' 
'/ o G .. ~ and ........__/ 6 \ 0 ···- , at a) • 
It follows that: 
limsup~;i(~n,c.P.a)'~ C(~) v'\/o({$r,Jie_)/2'. 
n 
Hence 
limsup "'~ ( ~n, dl.a) < C ( ~ ) v 'I" ( ~ ) = a ( %) • 
n 
On the other hand, for e1 + 82 
liminf ~ ~ liminf \/o( ~n[ 8 9 J) 
n n 1' 2 
Hence, by theorem 6.161 
8.7 
so that liminf~' ~ C(~) • 
n 
is trivial: 
liminf'\/(Y. J{a) ~ C( ~) v T( ~) = o( ! ) . 
n 
Thus cr(~) < '\.n/ n , liminf '\./o ( ~ , J)..a) 
n 
so that 
(iii) 
The two statements on estimators are, together, merely a 
rephrasing of (iii). Note, however, that the proof indicates how 
an asymptotically optimal estimator could be constructed. 
0 
Corollary 8.2 
r = 1,2, •••• 
Proof: 
D 
Corollary 8.3 
Let g = (P 8 : 8 E e) be any experiment with a countable 
parameterset e • Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
Remark 1 
8.8 
n = 1,2, ••• for some 
constant c > 0 and some constant p < 1 • 
6( tn,u«a) < 2 for some n 
and inf l!P8 -P8 !! > 0 • 
e1te 2 1 2 
It follows that if ~ n -> d{ a then the speed of convergence 
is, provided ~ t U{ a , necessarily exponential. 
Remark 2 
The constant 1 in (i) can not be increased. If, for 
example, t= (P1,P2,P3, ••• ) where p1 =P2 and P. A P. = 0 l J 
when i,j ~ 2 then 6 ( ~ n, d{a) = 1 for all n = 1 , 2, ••• • 
Proof: 
Suppose 6 ( '?;, r, U{ a) < 1 • Then ,. ( ~ ) ~ \A ( g r ,r)/ a)' < 1 
and o2 ( ~r,Jl..a) ~ 6( ~r,~) < 1 • It follows 
that: sup 6(~r[e 8 prJA.a) < 1 , or, equivalently, 
e1fe 2 1' 2 
that : inf o ( J{i , 'tr 9 , 9 1 ) > o i • e • 
81f82 1 2 
C(~ )r = sup c( 'tr~ 8 J)< 1. Hence, as T( ~) < 1 and 
e 1 te 2 1 ' 2 
C( ~) < 1 ; cr( ~) < 1 • Thus, by the theorem, (i) => (iii). 
The other implications of the corollary are then straight forward. 
0 
I 
I f-
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Example 8.4 (Continuation of example 3.12) 
and 
Consider an experiment ~ s as defined in example 3.12. 
Then, since G~ = ~;n : 
where 
It follows that 
b • Furthermore 
so that 
Using the fact that ~, is monotonically increasing 
in n we find that ~( ~~,JUa)/2' is monotonically decreasing 
in n • Hence: 
for all experiments (! e; • 
By a slight modification of the proof of theorem 8.1 we get: 
Theorem 8.5 
Suppose ~r is €-deficient w.r.t ~a and let X1 ,x2 , ••• 
be independent observations of t . Then there is a sequence 
Sn = Sn(X1 , ••• ,~) of 8 such that: 
limsup\/P~(en=fe)'~ sup(C( ~e 8,1); 8 1 =j:e}v\1~'; eee . 
n--co ~ ' 
Example 8 • ..§. 
Let ® = f1,2, ••• J and let, for each 9 , P9 be the uniform 
distribution on [1,2, ••• ,8} Then P8 (e) e ~ so that ~ is 
8.10 
(2- ~: 8E®) deficient w.r.t ,,);{a • It is easily seen that 
e • Thus for some sequence 
... 
n = 1,2, ••• of estimators of e , such that en is based 
on ~n : 
In fact; if x1 ,x2 , ••• are independent observations of ~ then 
1 1-9 ; a E e ; n=1,2, •••• 
There are not, however, any sequence Sn(X1 ,x2 , ••• ,Xn) ; n = 1,2 ••• 
n ... 
of estimators of e such that sup P9(ente) -> 0 • This follows, 
since c(t) = 1 , directly from ~heorem 8.1. Let us see how 
6 ( ~n ,d{a) . n = 1 '2' ••• behave in this case • It is easily 
' n ~n p(n) seen that .v1x. is sufficient for • Let be the 1= 1 1.0 e 
n distribution of .v1x. 1= l. under 
t-J 
that II ~ P~ II = 11 ~ P ~ n) ll = 
8=1 8=1 
m 
1 + J ~ dx = 1 + n log m • 
1 
It follows that 0 = inf 
A. 
If 8 is finite, then 
o ( ~ i , df a) , if and only if 
e • Then p(n) e assigns masses 
It follows 
m -> ex: • 
so that 
6(~ ,,JJ..a) obtains its maximum value, 
t - c){ . , and then l. 
8.11 
!iere is an example showing that this does not extend to the case 
" 
of an infinite parameter set: 
Example 8.7 
Suppose e is the set of all pairs 
1 
(i,j) of integers such 
that 1 <. j , and that P8 (i) = P9(j) = 2 when e = (i,j) • 
Let n independent observations of ~ • It 
follows directly from the factorization criterion that 
is sufficient. Put Sn(X1 , ••• ,Xn) = (A X., v X.) or = i 1 i 1 
(AX. , V X.) 
i 1 i 1 
(0,1) as 
t;.X. <VX. or 1\X.=vXi. Then, for n>2: 1-"1. i 1 i 1 i 
nc" ( ) ..L ··. nc . ) P 8 en x1 , ••• , xn 1 e ) ~ P 8 x1 = x2 = ••• = xn = m1n e 
Pn(X X X 9) -- -1 + -1 1 + e 1 = 2 = ••• = n = max - -2n 2n - 2n-,:1 • It follows 
that 
Put Q(i,j)((i,i)) = Q(i,j)((j,j)) =a= 2-n and 
i < j. 
Q{i,j)((i,j))= 1-2a when/ Then C;xi,viXi) is distributed accord-
1 
ing to Q8 when the X'ses are distributed according to P~ 
Simple calculations yield: 
= (N+1)a + (N+1)N(1-2a) so that 
as N -> cc. Hence 6 ( 't n ,J{ a) > 4a = .i.. • Altogether we have 2n 
shown that 
6 ( '6 n' r./.,(a) ~ 4 n • 
2 
Hence o(G ,d{a) = 2 while 6(~n,vlJ.a) < 1 when n? 2 • 
i 
I 
I 
'-
8.12 
It is not difficult to see that C( ~[ 81 , 821 ) = ~ or = 0 
as 91 n 92 :j: ¢ or 91 n s2 = ¢ - provided e1 :j: 8 2 • 
Hence 
In all the examples we have considered so far the constant 
C(~) alone determined the rate of exponential convergence. 
If e is finite, then, by section 7, this is always the case. 
In the infinite case, however, there are other possibilities. 
Proposition 8.8 
If ~ = (P 8 : 8 E e) has an accumulation point for the topo-
logy of set wise convergence then 
This does not, however, exclude the possibility that 
C( ~) < 1 • 
Remark: 
Let f..l be a cr-fini te measure dominating (£ and put 
f 8 = dP 8/d~ • Then the conditions of the theorem is satisfied 
whenever e is infinite and the densities f 8 : 9 E e are uni-
formly bounded. Thus, in particular 6(cEn,d/.a) ~ 2 when the 
sample space of c; is finite and e is infinite. 
By section 7 we have always weak convergence (i.e. converg-
ence for restrictions to finite sub parameter sets) to u« a 
provided P8 :j: P9 when 81 :j: e2 • Thus, if P8 :j: P9 when 
1 2 1 2 
81 :j: 82 and the conditions of the proposition is satisfied, 
8.13 
then ~ n converges weakly to rJI. a although 6 ( ~n, tlJ a) ~ 2 • 
Proof of proposition 8.8: 
Let P be an accumulation point of (P 8 : e E e) for the 
topology of set wise convergence of measures. Then, since @ 
is countable, there is a sequence 81 ,8 2 , ••• of distinct elements 
of e such that P8 + P for all n and such that P 8 con-
n n 
verges, as n -> oc , to P for this topology. Then, by the 
Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem, P is a probability measure. Put 
8 0 = [9 1 ,8 2 , ••• } • By the Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem again, Pr en 
converges to Pr for the topology of set wise convergence for~~ 
Let M be any randomized estimator of 8 E @ in ~ o and let 
o ""'o 
a ~ P~(M=S) ; 8 E @0 • Let F be a finite subset of @0 • Then, 
provided n is sufficiently large, en ~ F • Moreover, if 
en f F then: 
P~ (M E F) ~ P~ (M =f en) < 1 - a • 
n n 
Hence; by letting n -> oo : 
Pr ( M E F) < 1 - a for all 
finite subsets F of @ 0 It follows that 
s~p Pr(M E F) ; 1- a , so that a < 0 • Hence: 
for all 
Thus 2 
randomized 
inf P~(M=9) = 0 
@ 
0 
estimators of 9 
o ( ~r' d.{ a) ~ 6 ( ~~ ,J.a) ·~ > 
0 
in (f@ 
0 
2 • This proves the 
statement and the last statement follows from the example 
Example 8.9 
first 
below. 
Suppose e = [1,2, ••• } and that P 8 , 8 = 1,2, ••• , is the 
probability measure on [0,1] whose density f 9 w.r.t. the 
uniform distribution P is: 
It follows that: 
2 e 
2: I[k-1 k-k[ • k=1 -a• ~ 2 2 
(k~ )211 
Then 
2: Ir . 1 . [ j=(k-1 )211+1 L ;e+n, ~ 
8.14 
Jf81-t f t dP = e+n 29 (k~) 211 1-t t 1 1 1 2: 2: 2 2 2 • 29+'11 = 2 k=1 j=(k-1)21'1+1 
when T1 ~ 1 • 
Thus any. dichotomy 
simple dichotomy 
(P8,P 11 ) where 8 + ~ is equivalent to the 
"{ 0 1 2 
e ~t 0 I 1 ¥ 
T1 0 lj 1 2 2 
-
It follows that C( ~) 1 and that nP6-PT1!1 = 2 = 
e + TJ • 
Consider next any number t E ]0,1( . Let, 
n = 1 '2' ••• , i be chosen so that: 
Then: 
t- J_ < i-1 = pn[O, i2~1[ ~ Pn[O,t[ < Pn[o, 2in[ 
2n 2n 
It follows that: 
Pn[o,t[ -> t ; t E ]0,1[ 
for 
1 when 
each 
< t 1 +t'l. 
so that 
in the weak topopogy of 
p -> p 
n 
C[0,1] * 
8.15 
Let, more generally, B be any Borel subset of [0,1] , 
and let '1" be any limit point of the sequence p 1 (B) ' P2 (B), ••• 
Then there are integers 91 < 92 < ••• so that Pe. (B) -> r 
l 
as i -> ex • We may, by the uniform integrability of fa . 
' 
9 = 1 '2' ... , assume that there is a p integrable function g 
on [0,1] such that Jh fe. dP -> fhg dP for any h E L1 (P) • 
·J l 
r = J gdP t It follows in particular that and that t=J gdP . 
' B 0 
t E J 0, 1 [ . Hence g = 1 . a.e p so that r = P(B) • Thus 
P 9 converges to P , as e -> oc , for the topology of set wise 
convergence. Hence by proposition 8.7; 
although 
o ( (tn, dJ. a ) = 2 ; n = 1 , 2 , ••• 
1 
2• This example showsthat the constant 
alone does not, in general, determine the rate of exponential 
convergence. 
Here is an example, strengthening the last example, 
showing that we may have C ( rt) < r ( ~ ) for arbitrarily small 
values of T ( c;) . 
Example 8.10 
Let ® and (P e : 9 E e) be defined as in the previous 
example. Choose a constant a E [0,1] and put, for each e , 
• 
P'8 = (1-a)P6+ aQ9 
Let X1 , ••• ,Xn be 
where Qe is the one point distribution in e • 
n independent observations of g = (P8 : 6 E e). 
A 
Put en (X1 '• • • ,Xn) = v X. v 1 • i l 
8.16 
Then 
p~ ( en =f 9 ) ~ ( 1 -a) n ; n = 1 ' 2 ' .. • • s 0 
that 
Let e(X1 , ••• ,Xn) be any estimator of e and consider inde-
pendent variables (Y1 ,z1 ), (Y2 ,z2 ), ••• ,(Yn,Zn) such that, 
for each a , 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Pr(Yk= 0) = 1- a and Pr(Yk= 1) = a; k = 1 , ••• , n 
The conditional distribution of zk given 
yk = 0 is Pe • 
The conditional distribution of zk given 
Yk = 1 is Q8 • 
Then cl_cz 1 , ••• ,ZnJe) = clcxp···•xnle) • Hence 
~(e(x1 , ••• ,xn)=1= e)= Pr(en(z1 , ••• ,zn)=1= eje) 
= E(1-a)n-I:y ar.y Pr(en(z1 , ••• ,zn)=f eje, Y= y) 
y 
> (1-a)n P(en(z 1 , ••• ,ZJ=I= e1e, Y= o) 
= ( 1 -a) n P~ (en ( x1 , ••• , xn ) =1= e ) , so that: 
. 
and the last quantity is, by the previous example, at least 
equal to (1-a)n. Hence o( gn,d{a) ~ 2(1-a)n. Altogether 
we have shown that: 
It follows, in particular, that r( ~) = 1- a • 
8.17 
On the other hand, by example 8.8 again: 
Jdp-1-t dPt = 1 J dP 1-t dP t = e 11 ~ e 11 ~(1-a) when 8=J=TJ. 
Thus C ( ~) = 1 (1-a) • 
One might conjecture, on the basis of our examples, that 
\nj c.&n ' \/o( G ,dla)/2 is monotonically decreasing in n when is 
infinite. That this, however, is not the case, may be seen from 
theorem 6.16, and the fact that any sequence o( ~'~a) ; 
0 
n = 1,2, ••• where 0 is a dichotomy may be realized as a 
sequence 6 cr;-n, v{,{a) ; n = 1 , 2,. • • for an experiment ~ with 
countably infinite parameterset and having the same C value 
as~ has. If ~=(P1 ,P2 ) then o(7;n,,),{a)~6(~n,v/{a) 
provided~= (P1,P2 ,Q3 ,Q4, ••• ) where 
when i f j and i,j ~ 3 • 
(P1+P2 ) A Q. = Q. A Q. = 0 1 1 J 
Consider again a sequence x1 ,x2 , ••• of independent obser-
vations of the experiment g= (P8 : SEEl). If Sn(X1 ,X2 , ••• Xn); 
n = 1,2, ••• is a sequence of estimators of e then we put: 
"' if en= 9 for n sufficiently large. If, on the other hand 
en =J= 9 for arbitrarily large n, then we put N9 (e1 ,e2 , ••• ) = oc. 
Then we have 
Theorem 8.11 
~n -> t,/1. a if and only if there is a sequence 
of estimators of e such that ( cL8 CN 8 (e 1 ,8 2 , ••• ); e E e) is 
... ... 
tight.. If so, then e1 ,e 2,... may be chosen so that 
tx 
x ""-> e 
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is uniformly integrable w.r.t £9(N 9 (e 1 ,9 2 , ••• ): 9 E e) when 
t > 0 is sufficiently small. 
A n A 
Proof: Let 9n(X1 ,X2 , ••• ,Xn) be such that sup P9(enf 9) = 
1 n e 
2 6 ( t,n, i.Ma) • Suppose first that t -> dl.a • Then, by corollary 
8. 3: \~6 ( ~n ,Jta) -> p1 where p1 < 1 • Thus 
Let p 1 < p 2 < 1 • Then 
s~p P~( en f. 9) ~ p~ when n is sufficiently large, n > n 0 say. 
It follows that 
for all 9 , provided k is sufficiently large. Hence, by 
partial integration, 
£.8 (N 8 ); 8 E ® 
that ( cL 8 ( N 8 ) : 
when 
x --> etx , is uniformly integrable w.r.t. 
-I t < log p1 • This proves, of course, also 
is tight. Suppose conversely that 
Ccl 9CN 9): sEe) is tight for some sequence n = 1 '2 t • • • • 
Let e > 0 • Then there is a k 
€ 
so that for 
k > k 8 for all 9 .. Hence P 8 ( Sn =f 8) ~ e when n ~ k , so e: 
that o ( c£n, aLa) < 2e for The theorem follows now 
from corollary 8.3. 
!I 
The assumption that £p (N 8 ); e E e is tight is essential. 
e .... 
There is always a sequence 9n(X1 ,x2 , ••• ,Xn) ; n = 1,2, ••• 
such that P S (N 8 ( e 1 , S 2 , ••• ) < co) a 1 provided each parameter 
point 9 is isolated for statistical distance and g is 
e:-deficient w.r.t. ~a for some function e: such that ee < 2 
for all e • If this hold, then (9 1 ,9 2 , ••• ) may be chosen so 
that, for each e , E9etNe < oo when t > 0 is sufficiently 
~· 
i 
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small. The required smallness may, however, depend on 9 • 
As in section 6 and 7 the exponential convergence of 
5 ( ~n, d)a) to zero imply the exponential convergence to zero 
of many interesting functionals - in particular functionals 
associated with decision problems. In many cases, however, the 
upper bounds obtained from o ( t", uf.a) alone is too crude to be 
of interest. Consider, again, the problem· of catching e 
with an r-point confidence set. The minimax probability of not 
catching e is then: 
where u runs through all r-point subsets of e • 
K1 = 6 ( ~ , dJ..a ) /2 and. it is easily seen that Kr is 
decreasing in r • If Pe is, for each integer e 
' 
distribution on ( e, e+ 1) then, by the next section, 
although it is trivial that ~3 = 0 • 
In example 8.6 we have*)t (~n) = 1 although: 
r r,n 
1 
for all e when e > 0 • 
Then 
monotonically 
the unlform-
x1 = 1 
We have in this section and the next section chosen to 
limit ourselves to an investigation of the deviation from total 
information. Let us, however, note a few simple facts on the 
deviation from total ignorance. 
If c;n ->~a then, by corollary 8.3 and by the inequali-
ties: 
6 ( JJ.. . , ~ n) -> 2 
l 
*) This follows from the inequality: 1- ~r < r(1-~ 1 ) • 
8.20 
with exponential speed. In general, by this inequality: 
It may, however, easily happen that 6 ( JJ.1 , ~n) -> 2 while 
6( ~n,at_a)? 1 f~r all n • 
if~= (P1 ,P2 , ••• ) where 
This is, for example, the case 
p1 = p2 and P.AP. = 0 ~ J when 
and i,j > 2 • [Then o ( c.U i, t n) = 2; n=1,2, ••• while 
denote the affinity between 
P9 and P9 • Then, by corollary 4.2 
1 2 
1 - ~ o ( Jti, ~) ~ 1 - max liP 8 -P 9 fl/2 = 
81=1=82 1 2 
cgn Applying this to (/ , and using the multiplicativity of the 
affinity, we find that: 
Altogether we have proved: 
Proposition 8.12 
i =I= j 
inf y( 91,9 2 ) 2 < liminf \/1- ~ 6( v{ti, 'Gn)'~ limsup ~<d4,~n)'~ cr( ~). 
n- oo n .... o:::. e1:f=9 2 
9. Replicated translation experiments on the integers. 
Let, for each distribution P on the integers and each integer 
e , pe denote the right a-translate o±' the distribution p • 
Thus : 
when 
tlcX) = P • 
The experiment (P8;eEe) will be denoted by ~P • 
It was shown in [20] that : 
where, for each (n-1) tuple' (x2, ••• ,xn) of integers: 
r(x2 , ••• ,xn) =max pn ( x+x2 , ••• ,x+xn). 
X 
Minimax estimators may be found by : 
Theorem 9.1. 
Let X1 , ••• 1 Xn be n independent observations of.~ • Then 
there are translation invariant maximum likelihood estimators of 
e and any such estimator is minimax for the problem of 
guessing e with 0-1 loss, i.e. : 
Proof : 
Let b(x2 , ••• ,xn) maximize ~n(-8 1 x2-e, ••• ,~-e) 
and put ~n(x1 ,x2 , ••• ,~) = x1 + b(X2-x1, ••• ,~-x1 ). 
is translation invariant and : 
~ (X1, ••• ,Xrt) = pll(x1-~n, ••• ,xn-~n) = 
en 
w.r.t. 8 
A Then en 
A A 
= pll(-en(o,x2-x1 , ••• ,~-x1 ) , x2-x1-e(o,x2-x1 , ••• ), ••• ) 
Hanee 1 ·by substituting x1-e for -e : 
~ (X1 , ••• ,~) 6 ~(X1 , •• ~,~) so that 
h 
is a maximum likeli-
hood estimator of e • Consider next any translation invariant 
maximum likelihood estimator 
assigns mass 1 to the set 
By translation invariance : 
~-(en + 8 ) = pn (8 n + 0 ) = 1 - pll (en = 0 ) and 
pll (8 n = 0) = I: pn(e n =0 I X ==x) pll (x) 
· ' nc"" I ) .....n < ) = ~ p en= -x1 X1=0 ' X2=x2-x1··· ~ X 
where I:j indicates that the summation is over all n-tuple~-
so that prl(x) =max 
8 
~(x) • 
Substituting y. = x.-x1 ; i ~ 2 we get : ~ ~ -
where L:" indicates that the summations is over all x1 such 
that ~x (o,y2 , ••• ,yn) ~ P~(O,y2 , ••• ,yn) for all e • Hence, 
"" 1 
since en is a maximum likelihood estimator : 
pn~ =0) = L: max pn(-e,y2-e, ••• ) = L: f(y) 
n Y e Y 
so that: ~(en+ e)= 1- z: r(y) = 6(~n,tAJ.a)/2. 
y 
Corollary 9.2. 
··--1 l_ 
Suppose, for some integer a , P(x) = 0 when x < a • Then 
6( ~n, uta) ~ 2(1-P(a))n and "=" holds provided 
P(a) ~ P(a+1) > P(a+2) > ••• 
Remark. 
Suppose P(a) ~ :P(a+1) ~ • • • • Let us compute C ( ~) in 
this case. Suppose a=O • Then 
=lim I: P(x) (P(x-\82-81 \)Jt = L: P(x) • 
t~ Y~\e 2-e 1 \ P(x) ~le 2-e 1 l 
Hence C(~)=C(~{0, 1 })= L: P(x)=1 ... P(o). 
~1 
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It follows, for arbitrary a , that C(~) = 1-P(a). Hence, by the 
corollary, C ( ~) = rr ( t ) = cr ( ~ ) = 1 - P (a) • 
Proof of the corollar;z . . 
A n 1\ Put en (x1 ' ••• ,xn) = 1\ X. -a Then en is translation in-
. 1 l l= 
variant. Hence . . 
This proves "< 11 and the 
= 
A 
last statement follows by the theorem and by noting that en is 
a maximum likelihood estimator of e in this case. 
It follows from the formula o( ~ v{,( a)/2 = 1 - v P(x) that 
' X 
Furthermore inf!IP8 - P II = 
e 1 ~e 2 1 8 2 
Hence, by theorems 8.1 and 9.1 
Theol'em 9.3. 
Let P be a probability distribution on the integers and let, 
for n=1 , 2, ••• be a translation invariant maximum likelihood 
estimator of 8 based on ~ ~ • Then there are constants c > 0 
and p E [0,1[ so that 
-::;- C Pn ,· 1 2 n= ' ' • • • 
Theorem 9.3 tells us that the experiment obtained by taking 
n replications of any experiment Gp , where P is non degenerate, 
converges, as n ~oo, to the totally informative experiment with 
exponential speed. In spite of this there are experiments 't p , 
,_ 
I 
with P non degenerated, 
such that two replications are not, in terms of minimax risk, 
better than one. 
Ex:ample 9.4. 
Put P(x) = p/alxl 
a = tl . Let X and 1-P 
; x= ••• ,-1,0,1, ••• where p E [0,1[ and 
Y be independent observations of ~ p • 
Then, for all integers x and y : 
P(x) = P(-x) and P(x+y)P(o) ~ P(x)P(y) • 
Hence : 
P~(x,y) = P(x-e)P(y-e) = P(e-x)P(y-e) ~ P(o)P(y-x) = P~(x,y). 
It follows that ~(X,Y) =X is a translation invariant maximum 
likelihood estimator based on ~ p as well as on ~~ • Thus : 
It is a fact, almost too trivial to be mentioned, that two or 
more observations must be at least as good as having one obser-
vation, - provided we do not take the cost of observing into 
consideration. One would also expect that if we are able to do 
extremely well with two observations, then we should be able to do 
at least moderately well with one observation. If e is finite 
then this follows immediately from the compactness of ~-convergence~ 
It may also ·be substantiated by inequalities like : 
Proposition 9.5. 
Suppose ® is a m-point set. Then 
• 
' 
n=1,2,., • • 
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This inequality may be deduced from proposition 3.8, corollary 
6.24 and proposition 6.18 as follows 
< 
! ---, 
.Although this inequality is likely to be very inaccurate in 
most situations it has one feature which can't, without limitations 
on <G , be improved. This feature is the role of m 1 i.e. the 
cardinality of e • We shall here satisfy ourselves with an example 
of a translation experiment where we may, on the basis of two 
observations, guess e with marvelous accuracy while any estimator 
iJased on one observation is awfully inaccurate. To make things 
more concrete we may choose the constant sothatthemaxitnumprobability 
of a wrong guess for some estimators based on two observations 
is less than 10-200 while, on the other hand, the supremum of 
probabilities of making a wrong guess is greater than 1-10-200 for 
any estimator based on one observation. 
Example 9.6. 
Let P be the uniform distribution on some finite set F of 
integers. Thus, if F contains N integers, then P(x) = N- 1 
or = 0 as x E F or x ~ F • Then o ( ~ p, c/J. a) I 2 = 1 - V P (x) = 1- ~ • 
X 
It follows that for any estimator 1\ e ·based on one observation : 
Suppose n independent observations, X1 ,X2 , ••• ,~ of ~ p 
are available. Clearly max ~(x1 -e,x2-e, ••• ,~-e) = N-n or=O 
e 
as (x1-F) n (x2-F) n ••• n (~-F) 4 ¢ or = ¢ . It follows that 
a translation invariant maximum likelihood estimator estimator 
1\ 
en may, for example, be given by : 
1\ r= min 
e = n 
== x1 otherwise 
We find, succesively, that : 
If n ~ 2 then this may be written : 
(X1-F )n ••• n (~-F) 
+ ¢ 
pll(~n=O)= N-n#{ (x1 ,y2 , ••• ,yn) : min( (x1-F)n (y2+x1-F)n ••• 
n (yn+x1-F)] = o} 
It follows that : 
l:.( cgn 11 )/ .....n(h. ..1. ) -n ''[ n-1 ( n-1) J 
u bP'~a 2 = ~e SnTe == 1-N fi F -diagonal F ;n=2,3, •• 
e 
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The number of elements in (Fn- 1-diagonal(Fn-1)] varies, for 
fixed n and N , with the structure of the set F • This 
number is never greater than rfl-N+1 and this upper bound is 
achieved for F = {1,2, ••• ,2N-1} • Let us, from here on, 
{ N-1} assume that F = 1,2, ••• ,2 and that N ~ 2 • 
By the above formula : 
i:1 (/\ ..1. ) = 1:1. 8 8nT8 n N ; n=2, 3, ••• , • 
It follows then that lim o ( ~~' dl.a)/2 = 1 or = 0 as 
N~ oo 
n=1 or n ~ 2 • 
If only one observation x1 is available, then 8 is 
{ N-1 } located to the N-point set 1-x1,2-x1, ••• ,2 -x1 • If, however, 
another observation x2 is available and x2 + x1 ' (this have 
probability 1 - ~), then e is completely known. Thus we see 
that the phenomenon is related to the uniqueness of dyadic 
expansions. 
Note also that 16( g~, J{a)/2 1 is strictly decreasing in n.In 
contradistinction to this we have seen, theorem 6.16, that 
fo(g ;;:-;;~a)/2' -7 sup j o ( cgn ,d£ a)/2. for any dichotomy cg • 
n 
Furthermore 
C([~p]{o,e}) = ~ P(x) 1-tP(x-e)t = J or = 0 as 
9 E F-F or not. Hence C(~) = 'T"(~) = cr( ~) = ~. 
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